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With 10 years of commitment to perfecting our swing, we’ve had a lot
of practice helping customers get a grip on workflow efficiencies that
drive profit. And we never forget the importance of follow through.
Contact our pros to get a custom analysis of how the industry’s only
next-generation automation can help you navigate the narrow
fairways of pharmacy ROI.
To find out how you can get your own custom analysis,
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Trying to use retail pharmacy software
for your Long Term Care needs?

Why not smooth the edges with FrameworkLTC® by SoftWriters...
Pharmacy Management Technology designed specifically for Long Term Care?
If you’re like many other community pharmacies, you
may have started servicing the long-term care market to
boost your revenue stream.
But using your retail pharmacy software for all the
complexities of long term care facilities isn’t always the
best fit.
FrameworkLTC has been specially designed to address the
unique challenges associated with the demanding needs of
skilled nursing facilities, assisted living facilities and other
institutional settings.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Streamlines Short Cycle fill transactions
Full-featured Order Entry
Precise Inventory Control
Customizable Workflow
Robust Reporting and Data Analytics
Proven Integration with eMARs, document management and
dispensing / packaging equipment
• Designed for Growth and Stability / HL7 Compliant

Contact SoftWriters today for a live
product demonstration.
Call: 877.238.4516, option 3
Email: squarepeg@softwriters.com
Visit: www.frameworkltc.com

SoftWriters, Inc.
softwriters inc.

Pharmacy Management Technology

FrameworkLTC® is “Certified for Windows”, assuring you that the application is easy to use and will perform reliably on your existing Microsoft® Windows network.
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The 2011 Chain Market Report
by Will Lockwood

Twenty-three chains representing more than
7,700 pharmacy locations responded to our
annual survey. The results offer a snapshot
of the technology that’s making an impact in
the chain environment, a look into preparedness for meeting several near-term challenges,
and the word on the chains’ top technology
priorities. Read up on the status of mobile
apps, centralization, clinical services, e-prescribing, and more. Story begins on page 29.
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by Maggie Lockwood

Whether your interest is inventory or operations, the reports
available to you are limited only by your imagination (and
time!). Five pharmacists from a cross-section of pharmacies
share their tips for generating powerful reports that keep
their businesses robust. Plus: Five Favorite Reports.
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by Will Lockwood

Read how Beverly Schaefer of Katterman’s
Sand Point Pharmacy in Seattle has built
an innovative pharmacy practice and
has made Katterman’s an enjoyable and
unique retail destination in the community.
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Beyond Backup: A Disaster Recovery
Plan That Works
by Bill Hayes

It’s a given that you should be backing up your critical pharmacy data and software — in fact, it’s a HIPAA requirement. But just how confident should you be that the backup
procedures you have in place will minimize downtime and
data loss, should the unthinkable occur? The author runs
through the six main areas you need to understand in order
to best avoid any nasty surprises.
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NHPI and HIEs

A

t the recent ASAP midyear conference in June, I heard two interesting presentations. One was on the national health plan ID
(NHPI), a new identifier that was written into the HIPAA regulations for health plans.
CMS will be issuing a proposed rule shortly on who will be required to obtain and
use the NHPI. Suffice it to say, many of the players in healthcare, including the health
plans, are not happy about this new identifier. It’s another change that will cost money
to implement. Pharmacy, in particular, has made known its feelings that the BIN and
PCN should still be allowed for routing pharmacy claims, rather than the NHPI.
Another recommendation from pharmacy is that prescription benefit cards show the
NHPI instead of the current issuer identification, and that the BIN and PCN continue
to be shown as well.
Where it may become a little complicated is with coordination of benefits and the
information that is transmitted to the pharmacy from the primary payer. If there is
a secondary payer involved and the primary knows this, will the primary be required
to send the NHPI rather than the BIN and PCN for routing of the secondary claim?
If this is the case, the pharmacy will need a way of getting the BIN and PCN for that
plan, assuming CMS will recognize the BIN and PCN for routing pharmacy claims.
We will just have to wait for the proposed rule to see where CMS goes with all this.
The other presentation was on health information exchanges (HIEs). The speaker was
responsible for formation and implementation of the Delaware Health Information
Network, the first operational statewide clinical health information exchange in the
country. While the concept of an HIE might seem pretty straightforward, getting one
started is not as easy as it sounds. Selling the stakeholders on the benefits is the first
hurdle. There are issues with patient matching when data is being shared. There are interoperability issues when different standards and codes are used. Then there is the cost
associated with participation in order to provide operating revenue for the exchange.
What I found interesting is that community pharmacy is not represented in this HIE.
One reason is the developers of the HIE didn’t want to build point-to-point interfaces
with each pharmacy. Moreover, the HIE is gaining access to prescriptions from a thirdparty aggregator, which includes prescriptions being fed to it from Surescripts.
Getting prescription information from other sources certainly lessens the motivation to
press for pharmacy participation. However, pharmacy would benefit from having access to lab test results and diagnoses, two missing ingredients to round out medication
therapy management.
But the cost to participate may be a barrier for pharmacy. There will have to be an
equitable compensation model in place before pharmacy embraces clinical services in
a big way and can justify the cost of participating in an HIE. Even though our survey
for this issue’s cover story found that chains are actively involved with MTM, I doubt
this activity can be considered a profit center at this point in time. Bottom line: Until
pharmacy sees solid revenue potential from MTM, I think we are going to see more lip
service than action when it comes to participation in an HIE. CT
Bill Lockwood, chairman/publisher, can be reached at wal@computertalk.com.

Keep business

growing.

QS/1 ’s MSM™ and NRx® help multi-site pharmacies operate
®

with profit-boosting efficiency. Centrally-manage store-level
inventory, reconciliation and pricing so pharmacists have more time for
patient care. QS/1’s end-to-end technology and services work together
to keep your business thinking and moving ahead. Every day.

1.800.231.7776
www.qs1.com

© 2011, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1 and NRx are registered trademarks and MSM is a trademark of the J M Smith Corporation.
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ASAP Reconvenes PMP
Workgroup
The A merican Society for Automation in Pharmacy (ASAP)

has begun work on the next release
of its standard used nationwide by
prescription-monitoring programs
(PMPs). The organization reviews
the standard every two years to see
what needs to be changed or added
in order to improve the quality of
the information reported on controlled substances dispensed in this
country. Another reason for the review is to consider changes that will
reduce the number of records being
rejected that must be resubmitted by
pharmacies.
The ASAP PMP workgroup involves
participation by all industry stakeholders, ranging from prescriptionmonitoring programs to drug chains
and system vendors.
The next release of the standard will
also be available in XML. The current 4.1 version of the standard was
published in 2009.
See Conference Circuit, page 51, for
coverage of the ASAP 2011 Midyear
Conference.

Kirby Lester Increases
International Presence
Malaysia and A fghanistan

are the latest countries where Kirby
Lester KL15e counting technology
is being used in pharmacies. In the
case of Afghanistan, the installation
is at the U.S. Embassy. This brings
the total number of countries to 40
in which KL15e units are installed,
with a worldwide customer base of
40,000.
6
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The company also announced that
it has donated a KL15e system to
the Rosalind Franklin University
College of Pharmacy at its North
Chicago campus. Kirby Lester’s VP
of business development, Christopher Tomsen, notes that the company has had a strong tradition of
working with schools of pharmacy
over the years.

Integra Updates
DeliveryTrack
The latest release of DeliveryTrack, version 3.2, comes with

more than 240 enhancements. Now
pharmacies will be able to verify
that an item was delivered, closing
the loop on delivery. Other major
enhancements include flexible route
assignments complete with vehicle
tracking so a dispatcher will know
the exact location of each driver
at all times. In addition, the final
destination can be selected when
optimizing routes, which is useful
for drivers who do not return to the
pharmacy after completing a route.
“Over the past year we have honed
and shaped DeliveryTrack to provide
more functional solutions to an
under-serviced pharmacy process,”
says Raymond van Rooyen, product
manager.
Other enhancements to 3.2 include
summary information on the number of items delivered, the number
of routes completed, and the stops
completed. Pharmacies will also be
able to look up what is in a tote and
where that tote is in the delivery
process, when receiving inquiries
from customers.
DeliveryTrack is a delivery solution that fully integrates with the

company’s DocuTrack system.
DeliveryTrack’s synchronization engine is designed to ensure that data
collected by the handheld devices is
accurately reported to the server in
the pharmacy.
Integra has also recently partnered
with Emissary Technologies to create
an interface between Integra’s workflow and document management
software and Emissary’s MedRight
electronic medication administration record for long-term care
facilities.

ECRS Is Award Winner
ECR Software has been

as the 2011 “Vity” award
winner for the category of Supplier
Merchandising Support — Best
Computerized POS System. This is
the second time in three years that
ECRS’s CATAPULT point-of-sale
system has been awarded this title, as
voted on by industry retailers.

selected

The “Vity” awards are published annually by Vitamin Retailer Magazine
and recognize top products in the
natural products/health industry.
Awards are given based on a nationwide survey of Vitamin Retailer
readers.

NACDS Urges FDA
Action on PMI
The National A ssociation of
Chain Drug Stores (NACDS)

sent a letter to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) urging the
FDA to move quickly in adopting a
singe patient medication information (PMI) document.
continued on page 8

Finally – a Service ThaT...
u

Gives your pharmacy
a competitive edge

u

Increases pharmacy
revenue

u

Improves customer
convenience

u

Drives business into
your pharmacy

u

Builds customer
loyalty

u

Positively impacts
patient outcomes

ServiceLink-Rx ™ is an intelligent Windows ® based application that gives you the
tools you need to proactively communicate with your customers. Today’s consumers
expect to receive important information, including health awareness messages and
prescription reminders, by the technology media of their choice: phone, email, text or
mobile app. Now you can give your customers all those options from one application
and even let them choose to receive different types of messages via the various
technology portals. For example: refill reminders delivered by automated outbound
call and text message when the prescription is ready for pickup.

Your customers are waiting to hear from you.
Call us today at 800-325-2017.

www.voicetechinc.com
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www.computertalk.com
Exclusive Web Content
It’s About Business, not Just
Pharmacy An Interview with
DataScan Pharmacy’s father-son
management team of Alex and
Kevin Minassian.

continued from page 6

NACDS is encouraging the transition from medication guides, patient package inserts, and consumer
medication information to a onedocument solution. The organization first proposed this solution in
2007, along with a number of other
industry stakeholders. Currently,
patients are receiving information
generated from different sources
and, as NACDS pointed out to
the FDA, “this tends to be overly
complex and incomprehensible to
patients.”
The letter referenced a 2009 report
by the New England Healthcare
Institute that found poor medication adherence accounts for roughly
$290 billion a year in additional
healthcare costs.

Network Management,
Audit Prevention, and
Switching Services with
PPOk’s Lonny Wilson.

The Latest from McKesson
ideaShare 2011 with:
McKesson Pharmacy Systems’
Nathan Mott, Health Mart’s
Chuck Wilson, Sponsored Clinical Services’ Brian Bertha and
Darren O’Neill.
A Pharmacist’s Thoughts on
Counter-Top Automation, with
Walker Drug’s Jack Walker.

Managing Data to Optimize
Operations with Net-Rx’s
Chad Hammerstrom.

ACOs Should Include
Pharmacists
This was the message to CMS
from the National Community
Pharmacists Association (NCPA).
In comments submitted to CMS
on its proposed rule for accountable
care organizations (ACOs), NCPA’s
Executive VP and CEO Doug
Hoey pointed out that improved
patient outcomes would be more
likely if community pharmacists
are included in ACOs. “By better
incorporating pharmacists, patients
and taxpayers will benefit,” Hoey
says. The NCPA position voiced
is that “the rulemaking process for
ACOs must focus on removing
logistical and financial impediments
that could limit pharmacist participation.”
NCPA wants pharmacists participation in ACOs to be authorized by

8
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CMS. And ACO providers/suppliers should be required to provide
patients with specific and clear
notification so that patients who
opt out of an ACO may continue
to use the pharmacy of their choice,
whether or not it is contracted with
that ACO.
Another message from NCPA to
CMS was that in order to facilitate
medication therapy management,
“CMS should establish mechanisms
to help ACOs determine where
to allocate resources in advance or
adopt a prospective patient assignment system so that the resources
are targeted appropriately.”

Cardinal Health Funds
Patient Safety Programs
The Cardinal Health Foundation has announced that 39

grants totaling nearly $1.2 million
have been given to help hospitals,
health systems, and community
health organizations improve the
effectiveness of patient care.
As part of this program, the foundation also awarded scholarships to 55
healthcare professionals to attend
professional development programs
led by the Institute for Healthcare
Improvement. These programs
teach healthcare professionals how
to create a culture of patient safety
within their facilities.

Armada Health Care to
Use Emdeon Services
Many pharmacies experience
patient and prescription attrition, resulting in lost revenue

continued on page 10

Keep prescriptions

moving.

QS/1®’s NRx® keeps your pharmacy and its prescriptions
moving with time-saving services like InstantFill™ which automatically
processes and adjudicates refills, and sends them to the dispensing
queue. Additionally, our Pharmacy at a Glance dashboard enables you
to monitor activities of your choosing throughout the day for ultimate
real-time control and maximum efficiency.

1.800.231.7776
www.qs1.com

QS/1. Better efficiency. Better service. Better profit.

© 2011, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1 and NRx are registered trademarks and InstantFill is a trademark of the J M Smith Corporation.
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due to the inability to provide
prior authorization services. These
authorizations often involve the
submission of clinical documentation or follow-up with prescribers, which can require additional
staffing. The agreement between
Armada and Emdeon will allow
Emdeon’s network to support the
Armada prior authorization suite of
products, automating data exchange
in real time.
The Emdeon services will enhance
Armada’s ability to offer its member pharmacies a turnkey solution
to managing prior authorizations
quickly. Armada’s prior authorization services include automatic
transfer of claims data to Armada’s

10
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platform, status follow-up with prescriber and payer, co-pay assistance
information, and real-time status
viewing through Amada’s Web portal. Armada Health Care is located
in Florham Park, N.J.

TCGRx Goes to Aid of
Flood Victims
When the flooding of the

Souris River divided Minot, N.D.,
and forced a well-known regional
pharmacy chain, Thrifty White, to
close its pharmacy in the flooded
Arrowhead Shopping Center, the
chain turned to TCGRx to deploy
a turnkey pharmacy at a temporary
location.
Duane Chudy, president of
TCGRx, notes that the company’s

Beacon system is ideal for this type
of emergency. “It is a modular and
prebuilt pharmacy that can be set
up in under 24 hours, within a few
hundred square feet,” he says. A
Beacon system with 100% of the
formulary can be as small as 400
square feet. According to Chudy,
behind the medication storage and
retrieval software is an inventory
control and reporting function that
tracks inventory level, medication
use, returnable inventory, expired
inventory, and will-call expiration.
The Beacon system replaces the
traditional method of alphabetized
medication organization with a
computerized system based on
usage. Low-power LED lights
direct the pharmacist to the medicontinued on page 12
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3rd Party Contract Services
• Enhanced
Reimbursements
• Central Payment
• Compliance Monitoring
• MAC Price Management
• Claims Reconciliation
RxLinc Switch
• Pre & Post Edits
• ePrescribe Solutions
RxProtect Audit Solutions
Customer Loyalty
Programs
• RxAdvantage
• RxSmart Health

cation stock location or will-call
location, which is then verified by
a barcode scan.

Talyst Adds to
Installed Base
The Hackensack University
Medical Center in New Jersey,

St. Mary Medical Center in California, and York Hospital in Pennsylvania are where various products
from Talyst have been selected to
improve inventory management
and ensure patient safety through
the use of barcode technology at
bedside medication administration.
“Barcoding initiatives confirm the
right medication gets to the right
patient at the right time and in
the right dose,” says Carla Corker,
CEO of Talyst. “Our reliable barcoding technology ensures virtually
100% of the medications leaving
your pharmacy are scan-ready at the
bedside.”

Drug Information in 14
Languages
R xTran (RIC International)
has teamed up with Elsevier/

Gold Standard to deliver prescription drug information in 14 native
languages. Elsevier/Gold Standard
provides 35,000 retail pharmacies
with drug information through its
MEDcounselor product, which will
now allow pharmacists to provide
directions for use and auxiliary
warning labels in languages other
than English.
“With over 9% of the U.S. population classified as having limited

12
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English proficiency (LEP), communicating prescription drug information in the patient’s native language
is crucial,” says Brian Kratt, CEO
of RxTran. The Department of
Health and Human Services is
keeping a close eye on civil rights
and has determined that LEP
patients are discriminated against
when healthcare information is not
provided to them in their native
language. At the state level, legislation is being passed to address this
issue.
The RxTran information is delivered through a software-as-a-service
platform.

Name Change
R x NetServices has
announced that it has changed

its name to Datarithm. This was
done to reflect recent additions to
its software functionality and future
vision.
The company offers an analysis of
historical pharmacy transactions
using algorithms for forecasting
and inventory balancing to help
pharmacies reduce costs.

Finpago Does Deal
with McKesson
Pharmacies that are part of
the McKesson Health Mart
network received word at the
McKesson trade show in San
Francisco in July that EasyCopay,
a service from Finpago, is now
being made available to Health
Mart pharmacies.

Consumers register a debit or credit
continued on page 14

successful community

What do these
pharmacies know that

you should know too?

Corley Drugs – LaGrange, GA

Walker Drug – Grand Junction, CO

Lifechek Drug, Rosenberg, TX

Kopp Drug – Altoona, PA

Ritzman Pharmacies – Wadsworth, OH

Northwest Hills Pharmacy, Austin TX

All of these successful pharmacies have embraced
specialized retail technologies to optimize their retail
business and create happier, more loyal customers.
All of these respected pharmacies run their retail operations with
Epicor Eagle™. It’s the integrated business management solution
that streamlines and automates their most time consuming
functions, and provides the power and flexibility to manage
thousands of SKUs, order smarter, and market more effectively.
Cook’s Pharmacy – Eminence, KY

With our proven point-of-sale, loyalty and gift card programs, and
seamless integration with their PMS, Activant helps them elevate
their entire business.

Whether you’re a single store or multi-store business, find out how Epicor Eagle will help take your
pharmacy to the next level. Visit www.activant.com/pharmacyretail. Or call 888.463.4700 today.

TWARE VENDOR
SOFM
ID-SIZE RETAIL
ERS

FOR

AS NAMED BY
BEST OF RIS 2010
SOFTWARE LEADERBOARD
®

EPICOR Software Corporation, formerly Activant | 7683 Southfront Road, Livermore CA 94551
© 2011 Epicor Software Corporation, formerly Activant Solutions Inc. All rights reserved. Epicor and the Epicor logo are registered
trademarks of Epicor Software Corporation. Activant is a registered trademark of Activant Solutions Inc.
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card at the time the prescription is filled to automatically charge their preferred card for all out-of-pocket prescription expenses. This is designed to eliminate time
spent waiting at the pharmacy counter or drive-thru
window when picking up prescriptions, and leverages
existing pharmacy management systems, processing the
transaction like a prescription on the front end and a
virtual credit-card transaction on the back end.
EasyCopay comes to market two years after the FSAok
AutoCopay service Finpago launched to meet IRS
requirements for processing FSA and HRA debit-card
transactions. This service is now being marketed as an
additional program under the EasyCopay brand.

Innovation Addresses
Patient Safety with New Product
Innovation, known for its Pharm ASSIST

pharmacy automation products, has unveiled a new
product. PharmASSIST OPTIx uses optical counting
and imaging technology for prescription verification
by taking a high-resolution image of each prescription’s
vial contents and vial label and displaying this on a designated pharmacist’s workstation. The pharmacist can
compare these images to the appropriate drug image
from a standardized drug database, along with prescription details to complete the verification. The pharmacist
doing the verification can be located in a patient counseling area or at another pharmacy, a central-processing
center, or even a home office. The prescription images
are stored as part of the patient record for easy retrieval
and for PBM audits to confirm the quantity dispensed.
The new PharmASSIST OPTIx can be used in a standalone mode or integrated with Innovation’s Symphony
workflow systems. In commenting on the new product,
Doyle Jensen, executive VP of global business development, says, “We believe PharmASSIST OPTIx is a
game-changing technology that will have tremendous
impact on the prescription-dispensing process for all
types of pharmacies. OPTIx enables the pharmacist to
re-engage at the patient level, adds multiple layers of
safety for the patient, and allows exceptional flexibility
in pharmacy workflow design.”
14
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Cash Register from RMS
Goes Portable
R etail Management Solutions (RMS) has

developed a portable cash register designed for use
in retail and hospital pharmacies. According to the
company, the new product, EvolutionPOS, is the first
product of its kind.
RMS has bundled all core pointof-sale functions into a single,
handheld wireless terminal that is
8.5 inches long and weighs less than
a pound. The unit provides the
functionality of a standalone cash
register, including a barcode scanner, payment card terminal, receipt
printer, and signature-capture pad.
The portable register will also track
sales of pseudoephedrine products
and controlled substances and provide immediate clearance of FSAeligible items.
“In retail pharmacies this will add
efficiency and enhance the customer experience,” says Brad Jones,
president and CEO of RMS. In
hospitals, he notes, it will enable pharmacies to deliver discharge prescriptions to patients’ rooms before
discharge. “This has tremendous potential to reverse
the trend of hospitalized patients leaving without the
medications they need,” he says.
Jones points out that retailers in many categories are
adding portable data and checkout terminals, but many
rely on consumer-level technologies, such as smart
phones and tablet computers. “We built EvolutionPOS
on enterprise-grade hardware and application technologies to ensure that we meet or exceed the security,
recordkeeping, and regulatory requirements under
which pharmacists operate,” Jones says. CT
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Report Favorites

The Power of Reports
by Maggie Lockwood

I

t doesn’t matter the pharmacy location or demographics, drilling down into the details offered by
reports is what keeps owners on top of their business. While a robust pharmacy or point-of-sale system
may be the backbone, it’s the time spent on the data in
those systems that provides the ROI.

The Story in the Data
There’s a lot of information in those numbers, and it
pays to be a tad obsessive about it, says Ed Kleingartner, founder of Pharmacare LTD Pharmacies, which is
made up of nine pharmacies in west central Wisconsin,
with headquarters in Eau Claire, Wis. “The fact is,”
Kleingartner says, “whenever I’m in the pharmacy, I’m
running reports. A lot of what I do is look for small

Report Favorites: Ed Kleingartner,
President, Value Center Pharmacy,
Eau Claire, Wis.

“A report we use a lot is
RxSummary. It gives us our total
prescriptions for a time period. We
can do it by new and refill, or we
can do it by generic or brand, or
we can do it by third party or cash
or by pharmacist. This helps with
staffing. I can go into any store and look at these things
and redistribute my staff accordingly.”

profit centers in the business.” Although he has hundreds of reports available, Kleingartner says he’s usually
setting parameters and running two or three. “I can run
the simplest report, and I can tell if we have a problem,”
he says. “It might be that our acquisition cost is wrong
on a product. I find a lot of things because I know what
the numbers should be. If I take a quick look and something doesn’t seem right, based on the history of that
store, I can go through and run more specific reports.”
Kleingartner is so convinced of the importance of
reports that when he switched to his CarePoint system,
his decision was based on the reports he could generate.
“The dealmaker for me was the report system. It’s what
you are able to get out of the system that lets you finetune your business and maximize your profits,” he says.
“Virtually every element we want to look at we can
generate in a report. There’s open architecture, and if we
want to make a bizarre request, like what 19-year-old
patients we have on acne medicine, we can do that.”
Reports aren’t just helpful on financial matters. George
Harvey, pharmacist in charge at the Center for Health
and Healing Pharmacy, part of the Oregon Health
& Science University, in Portland, Ore., finds the
operation reports generated by his SP Central from
ScriptPro are most useful. His pharmacy is associated
with a medical center and in a high-rise building that
includes a pain center, which means that the pharmacy
has a high volume of C-II drugs. The Oregon board
continued on next page
July/August 2011
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requires pharmacies to keep a perpetual inventory of
C-IIs, and also requires them to reconcile any discrepancies.
“I can put in the NDC and date parameters and then
print all the scripts filled in a specific time period,” says
Harvey. “I reconcile the narcotics every day and whenever I get an order in.”
At his stores, Kleingartner likes his claim queue, which
shows every prescription his pharmacy filled, how it was
adjudicated, and what the pharmacy was paid, which is
very handy when the pharmacy has to resubmit a claim.
Reports support strategic decisions as well. Jay Rittenberg, president of SurfMed Pharmacy in Miami Beach,
Fla., runs an electronic claims report daily from his
HBS pharmacy system. He compares the pharmacy’s actual cost to what the reimbursement is from the PBM.
This allows him to evaluate whether the pharmacy
department is making or losing money on a specific
NDC. With this information, Rittenberg says, the staff
can call a doctor and have the prescription changed.
“I will go to the pharmacy staff and make them aware
there’s a change to the therapeutic class,” he says. Rittenberg also looks for incorrect AWPs. “It’s the same old
story. If you don’t know it’s there, you’re never going
to find it. If you don’t take the time to look for things,
your business is going to lose money.”

Report Favorites: George Harvey,
Pharmacist in Charge, Center for Health and
Healing Pharmacy, Portland, Ore.

“I like pie charts and bar graphs
that show what everyone is
doing. You can see who’s going
to the cash register, who’s filling. I
have one pharmacist who likes to
do more of the filling procedures,
not counseling, and the workflow report shows what
she’s doing. She’s filling like crazy, and so I’m doing
more of the counseling. We could also see when we’re
busy. We are open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. We saw that
after 4 p.m. we were getting swamped. We knew to
increase our help because we couldn’t keep up. The
SP Central does so much, and I go to it first if I’m
looking for something.”
16
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Report Favorites: Manoj Barot,
Owner, CareRx, Bronx, N.Y.

“My favorite report is probably the
daily log that we run each day to
show the number of prescriptions
we filled. It gives me a feel for the
business. In New York we have to
print and sign the daily log at the
end of the day. When you look at it on a daily basis,
you have a chance to review each prescription and
verify the right prescription was dispensed. It’s quality
assurance on a daily basis.”

Finding the Pearls
The data is in the system, and it’s looking at that data
from a specific perspective that will yield answers to
questions you may have, or may not have realized you
had. Manoj Barot, owner of CareRx in Bronx, N.Y.,
one of his pharmacies, creates reports that will show
how regulations are affecting his pharmacy. He uses the
Best Computer System reports to stay organized and
not lose time when he needs to find something, even if
it takes time in the beginning to set up the reports.
“A lot of the reports are for the logs I keep,” Barot says.
“I track expiration dates, our controlled-drug inventory,
and pseudoephedrine logs, anything regulatory, anything that requires I keep a record, and the system lets
me sort information to keep me up-to-date.”
The art to setting parameters comes from experience,
and a good working relationship with your pharmacy
or POS vendor helps tremendously. Ed Kleingartner
says he can spend countless hours on reports in a week,
but that’s generally when he’s creating new ones. After
a while, he knows what he’s looking for, and he knows
how to set the parameters quickly to get answers to his
questions. If he’s stumped, he calls his vendor. “The
other day we needed our top 200 pharmaceuticals —
we needed a list for the robotics we’re putting in,” he
says. “They got it done for us in a format the robotics
vendor could use.”
Common sense dictates what you need to extract from
your database, advises Manoj Barot. Barot, who now
spends on average a couple of hours a week on his reports, will use information from his point-of-sale system
to review the approach he is taking with his pharmacies.
If it’s flu season, for example, Barot will run a report
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that tells him how many
cough and cold preparations
sold in a week or a month.
Inventory management is a
clear beneficiary of regular
reports. Rittenberg watches
costs and product turns in the
front end. “Without point
of sale, we definitely would
not have been able to handle
the changes we see today,” he
says. “The reporting segment
of the point of sale teaches a
lot about patterns, the type
of inventory we should or
shouldn’t carry. It’s been a
great asset.”

Report Favorites: Jay
Rittenberg, President, SurfMed
Pharmacy, Miami Beach, Fla.
“My favorite report is
the daily transaction
out of my point-of-sale
system. Our end-ofday report generates
a list of inventory
that’s been sold, and gives the store
manager a clear picture of what’s selling.
We’re on Miami Beach, and we sell a lot of
beach products. We can generate an item
number and see what the turn was. These
transaction reports are significant to stay
on top of the front end. The inventory
report also helps when we are buying for a
specific season. We can look at categories
and see how well we did with a specific
item. We can ask ourselves, should we
reinvest in this or stay away from this?
End-of-month reports and quarterly
reports are vital for seasonal purchases.”

Michael Palmer of the Hometown Family of Stores, based
in Chillicothe, Mo., will
run two reports through his
Speed Script system Monday
morning for his four pharmacies. Some of the key metrics
he reviews include gross margins, total script volume, and
prescriptions per day. “This takes me about 45 minutes to get it all done,”
he says. “I then have a real good snapshot of what happened last week, and
can stay on top of the business.”
Palmer also watches labor dollars, which he monitors through a report that
shows variable expenses in payroll. “If you get wind of a bad trend, the next
thing to do is to look to see how to get the business back on track,” Palmer
says. “One way to measure this is our labor per script. Do we need all our
pharmacists, our techs? We can make a move there.”
Regulatory requirements, both state and federal, drive the operational
reports that George Harvey has come to depend on. At his pharmacy he’s
required to offer proof of counseling. In the case of the counseling report,
he went to ScriptPro for help, and they developed a custom counseling log
that prompts the pharmacist to document the counseling session in two to
three lines.
The bag management report, recommended to Harvey by ScriptPro,
reconciles the final steps of the workflow. This is especially important in
the pharmacy that has a large number of C-IIs to handle for the patients
coming from the hospital and the pain center. Harvey sets the parameters
for prescriptions that aren’t picked up after 14 days and he’ll backtrack to
verify the prescriptions are there, and start the process to restock.
continued on next page
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Marketing Tools
There’s not just financial information in the reports.
Palmer at Hometown sees the wealth of detail about the
people behind the numbers. The demographic information is used to support marketing programs to improve
customer service at Hometown’s DME location.
Two value-added services that Palmer has implemented,
thanks to reporting, are a synchronization program
for patients on more than four medications and the
marketing of diabetic supplies. To get started, Palmer
contacted the reports specialist at Speed Script and set
the parameters for patients on four or more maintenance drugs. The staff can then call the patient and
offer to synch their prescriptions so it means only one
trip a month to the pharmacy. “We’re taking over the
administration,” says Palmer, “and it helps keep them
compliant.”
Another list of potentials came from the diabetic population. Palmer asked for a list of patients taking diabetic
medications. His staff reviews the list to see who’s a can-
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didate for shoes. “We give that report to our staff, who
call the patients and tell them that Medicare will pay for
a pair of new shoes each year,” explains Palmer. “Many
patients didn’t know this, and once we get them in the
store, we’ve got them. We’re over the top on service.
DME has a huge number of products designed to keep
people in their homes. If they are a candidate for one
thing, then they are a candidate for five or six more.”
Prescription transfers is a report Jay Rittenberg at
SurfMed likes to read. When a customer comes up on a
report, he’ll give that customer a call to see what caused
this. “Most of the time it’s an incident that’s occurred
where we weren’t convenient,” he says. “But it’s an
important report for me to run and let the customers know that I’m here for them, and to know that we
haven’t done anything wrong.”

The Benefits
What it comes down to is developing reports that
answer questions about how your pharmacy is running,
from both a financial and an operational standpoint.
Step back, ask questions, jot them down, and then see
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Report Favorites: Michael Palmer,
President, Hometown Family of Stores,
Chillicothe, Mo.

“I like to run gross profit/loss
reports. Every Monday morning I
run two different reports for our four
pharmacies and put the data into
spreadsheets. This gives me the
pulse of the business and where it’s
going from the standpoint of gross
margins, total volume, number of scripts per day. There
are a half-dozen key metrics. It takes about 45 minutes,
and I have a real good snapshot of what happened in
the past week.”

which reports in your systems can help.
Michael Palmer at Hometown works with his vendor to
develop reports based on his criteria. “Anytime I come
up with a request, I email what I need — specific number of prescriptions, range of drugs, patients of a certain

age — and they create it. I’ll take it, sort it, and then
use the file for mailing labels for programs we offer.”
To really use the systems efficiently, talk to your vendor,
advises George Harvey at the Center for Health and
Healing Pharmacy. “Don’t be afraid to call them,” says
Harvey. Palmer recommends asking questions about
what the system can do and stretching the vendors a
little with requests. “There are so many ways to slice
and dice the information,” he says.
The way retail pharmacy is headed, concludes Barot,
with many changes to reimbursements, generic price
structures, and regulatory requirements, pharmacists
have to stay organized. “If it’s all on paper, it helps you
focus on what happened and how to resolve it,” Barot
advises. “Reports are the most important thing in this
day and age.” CT
Maggie Lockwood is a contributing writer
and a VP at ComputerTalk. If you have an
idea about a business feature for the magazine,
email her at maggie@computertalk.com.
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Pharmacy Practice,
Retail Excellence
by Will Lockwood

Beverly Schaefer, R.Ph., of Katterman’s Sand Point Pharmacy in Seattle shares her
tips on retail success.
While in Seattle for the 2011 American Pharmacists Association annual meeting, I had the privilege of visiting Beverly
Schaefer, at her Katterman’s Sand Point Pharmacy.
Schaefer is well-known among her colleagues both for her
dedication to building an innovative pharmacy practice and
for her skill
at making
Katterman’s an
enjoyable and
unique
retail
destination in the community. Schaefer was more than happy
to talk shop.

Beverly Schaefer on clinical services...
“Sell your clinical services to your customers, not to payers
or doctors. If customers want the services, they’ll pay for
them. We have built a health business in flu and travel vaccines and bone density scans, for example, by meeting the
demand for these services in our community.”
“It’s important for us to have a professional website, with
good searchable words for marketing our clinical services.
20
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We thought very carefully about what we
want our website to
accomplish and exactly
how to organize it and
lay it out.” (To see what
Beverly means, visit
www.kattermans.com/
immunizations.php.)
“We’ve made our
homepage more dynamic by integrating a
Twitter feed into it. We
got started with this in
response to the demand Beverly Schaefer by an endcap
display featuring Katterman’s
for information about
H1N1 vaccines. We still private-label items.
use Twitter regularly,
but we don’t worry about having a constant stream of
information. We use it when we have something we want
to communicate.”
“The information we provided about H1N1 availability
and the fact that we were the only pharmacy able to provide the vaccine to children under three led to us having
a line of 1,200 people one Saturday morning. We had to
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they have a basket, and I believe our customers prefer this
smaller size.”
“We have an emphasis in our OTC area on foot and
wound care. We offer compression hose, and dry-cast
protectors. We offer a wide selection in all sizes, and we
carefully select the lines we carry so that people can’t find
them elsewhere.”

The Katterman’s vaccine and immunization section of its website.

be careful to manage the crowd’s expectations, because we
only had 800 doses of the vaccine. But we worked hard
and efficiently to serve as many people as we could.”
“Our goal for 2011 is to develop more collaborative care
agreements with other healthcare providers in our area.”

On making Katterman’s a shopping
destination...
“Get yourself a good logo and theme color and use them.
One way we do this is with our private-label OTC items.
These not only allow us to offer unique items to our
customers, they are also
a great place for our
Katterman’s label and
color. The items and the
branding give us a signature and keep people
The Katterman’s logo and
coming back.”
signature purple.

“We also use our theme color,
purple, on our shopping
baskets, and we built our own
front checkout counter with
purple laminate countertops.”
“Speaking of shopping
baskets, we prefer shoeboxsized baskets, as opposed
to the grocery-store-sized
baskets. We have them in
several places around the
store. People buy more when
Katterman’s shopping baskets are
a simple way that Schaefer extends
the store’s branding and offers her
customers convenience.

“We also offer quite a bit of travel-sized stuff and other
items such as power converters, and we show these to
customers coming in for travel vaccines. This focus on
clinical services and retail for travel has really helped us
connect with people. We have a collection of bookmarks
that people have brought back for us as souvenirs of
their trips.”
Beverly Schaefer’s travel
vaccination area features
a display of bookmarks, at
left, brought in as gifts from
patients for whom she provided travel vaccinations.

“Our goal is to make every trip to the pharmacy
an adventure, and for
our customers to have
a sense of excitement
and anticipation about
shopping here.”
“Our website is designed to give you a feel for the kinds of surprising items
you can find at Katterman’s.” (See www.kattermans.com/
gifts.php and www.kattermans.com/unexpected.php.)
“Every year I try to find the item that I think is going to
be a big hit for the holidays. Once we’ve got it, we talk
about it with our customers and build anticipation for
when we put the item on sale. People love it, and we sell
out of our holiday specials every year.” CT
Will Lockwood is senior editor for
ComputerTalk. He can be reached at
will@computertalk.com.

Have you visited ComputerTalk.com to have a look at
our exclusive online content? If not, this article is a sample
of what you are missing. If you want us to let you know
when there’s new content, and when the latest digital
edition of an issue is available, just submit your email by
visiting www.subscribe.computertalk.com.
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Beyond Backup:
A Disaster Recovery
Plan That Works
You have the data, but do you have a plan? Six steps to consider as you
develop a plan that increases the chances you’ll be up and running quickly
after a disaster.

by Bill Hayes

B

ackup — a mundane task that, when done
daily, helps us sleep better. That warm and
fuzzy feeling that we get when we transport
that shiny DVD home with us each night.
Just how confident are you in the contents of that
shiny DVD? Would you allow me to assault your
favorite pharmacy management server with a twopound hammer? Could you afford the damage
caused by a clumsily placed cup of coffee, or a thermal event brought about by several years of neglect
and accumulated dust bunnies? These can cause
your otherwise dependable piece of hardware to suffer sudden cardiac arrest. What is really contained
on that shiny piece of plastic? And what do you do
when three indicated shocks produce nothing but a
flat line response on the paramedic’s EKG?
Disaster recovery plan? You remember, back in
April 2006, we were required to conduct a security
risk assessment of our business. Disaster recovery
was a key component of this assessment. This plan
should be formalized in your Pharmacy Contingency and Disaster Recovery Policy and Plan, part
of your HIPAA manual. You did read it, right?
22
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It’s easy to believe that certain data is not
worth backing up. For example, do you back
up your applications and your operating
system? Some might say that these are
easily restored from the system disks.

Two Scenarios
Why do we do regular backups, and what happens when that improbable event requires that
we use them? Let’s look at a scenario. There’s one
store that had grown significantly over the last 30
years, despite fighting the ever-increasing need to
embrace technology. This store had not backed
up data in 10 months. The tape drive failed and
there hadn’t been a problem in 20-some years. The
second store had monthly drive images and nightly
backups. Then the unthinkable happened. At the
first store, the owner just figured that someone
continued on page 24
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could fix it. After all, Thursday nights on CSI, they
piece together the hard drive of a criminal mastermind after it was tossed off the cliff at Pebble
Beach’s ninth hole and splashed into the Pacific below. Surely they could fix this tired old Dell T3400.
At 250 Rx’s a day for 10 months, that would be
75,000 transactions, plus how many doctors? And
the patient lists?
At the second store, however, the owner was able
to restore his last disk image to a partition set aside
for just that purpose on another server. He could
then restore the data from last night’s backup. He
was up and running in less than five hours. Inconvenienced? Yes, but ultimately relieved and back in
business.
These two folks are not creations of Aesop and his
brethren. They are recollections of two real stores.
One was ours. The other, that of a close friend.
I hope that this scenario has given you pause to
evaluate which store you are. So let’s settle down,

BestRx

The best overall strategy is to back up
often enough so that if you lose a random
file of a random time, the chances are that
you will lose very little data.
grab a cup of coffee and look at why we carry that
shiny DVD home. Boring, maybe. Life-saving —
you better believe it!

The Six Areas of a Sound
Backup
There are really six main areas to understand about
backup, and I’ll discuss each of these areas in what I
might describe as a logical progression, not necessarily a hierarchal one.

Coverage
The first, I’ll call coverage. The first task in setting up a backup plan is to identify all the data
that should be backed up. Sounds simple, but have

for Windows

For over 22 years, the ‘BestRx’ system has provided
the BEST affordable solution for community pharmacies.
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Web Support for File Downloads —
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Along with the basic BestRxWin
software package, we offer additional
integrated features that will keep
your pharmacy on the leading edge.

BestRxWin Now Off

ers True E-Prescribin

g

Delivery Management – Track the status of delivery prescriptions with delivery

management reports. Also has the ability to capture electronic signatures with the use of a mobile
delivery device.

Interactive Voice Response – Your customers can call in and automatically order
a refill without having to talk to anyone at your pharmacy. We currently interface with a number of
popular IVR systems.

E-Prescribing – Receive new prescriptions from and send refill requests to prescribers
electronically over the Internet. Improves efficiency and reduces prescription filling errors.
Rx Image Scanning – Scan and store prescription images on your computer,

displaying on-screen with the stroke of a key. Batch scan multiple prescriptions or one at a time.

POS – The BestPOS system is fully integrated with BestRxWin, e-signature capture, and A/R.

Using touch-screen technology to improve data entry, it can process credit/debit cards as well as
check verification. Fully integrated with the major wholesalers so you can download orders to update
the inventory and price updates.

For more info contact us or visit our website.
Best Computer systems, InC.
121 Fairfield Way, Suite 330 • Bloomingdale, IL 60108
(877) 777-5758 • (630) 893-9210
www.bcsbestrx.com • Yogesh18@aol.com
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you really done it? It’s easy to
believe that certain data is not
worth backing up. For example,
do you back up your applications and your operating system?
Some might say that these are
easily restored from the system
disks. While this may be true, it
places no value on the cumulative effort required to install and
configure each of them. Once
you have identified all of the data
that must be backed up, assign
names to each major unit and
back them up by complete units.
Never back up part of a unit.

Frequency
The second area of backup is
frequency. How often should
backup be performed? This is
determined by several factors:
■ Rate of data creation
■ Cost of data loss
■ Cost of performing a 		
backup
The costs in dollars and time can
be evaluated using mathematical models, but some costs can
be difficult to quantify. The best
overall strategy is to back up
often enough so that if you lose
a random file of a random time,
the chances are that you will
lose very little data. This usually
means daily backups combined
with weekly disk imaging, and
ideally, mirroring during the day.
Separation
The third concept is separation.
If all of your backups are in one
place, then they are subject to a
single-point failure such as the
following:
■ Theft
■ Fire
■ Flood
■ Sabotage

These are just a few of the many
dangers that mean that it’s essential to ensure that at least some
of your backups are physically
separated from the rest. In today’s
world, cloud backup is an effective method to ensure separation.

History
The next area of discussion is
history. An important element of
any backup scheme is the retention of backups from various
times in the past. This can be
done by creating a disk image
weekly that would go into permanent storage. By doing so, you
are leaving a “trail” or timeline of
backups that enable you to access
data as it was at various times in

Backup Checklist:
1. Formulate a backup
plan.
2 . Identify files, folders,
and applications, to be
backed up. Don’t forget
the OS.
3. Do daily backups on-site.
4. Create weekly drive
images.
5. Consider cloud backup
for offsite separation.
6. Test your backups.
7. Consider real-time
mirroring for critical
data.

continued on next page
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the past. Here are some reasons for doing this:
■ Accidentally deleted files. You notice that a
critical file is missing. It turns out that you
accidentally deleted it three months ago.
Now you need it back.
■ Downgrading. A month after installing a new
version of the operating system, you decide
that it was a mistake and you want to return
to the earlier version.
Failure to keep a spread or wide history of old
backups means that you are vulnerable to any data
corruption that you don’t detect immediately.
It should be clear from this that frequent backups
alone will not protect your data. In fact, a high
turnover of backups combined with a short history
of backups is more likely than slow turnover to result in the loss of data. Pay attention not only to the
frequency of backups, but to their longevity, too.
If your process is like many others out there, you
have seven disks or tapes labeled Monday through
Sunday. That means on the eighth day, you record
over the first day, and so on. This is fine as long as
you didn’t accidentally delete an important file on
the first day and not discover it until the ninth day.

Testing
The fifth area of note is testing. Your backups
display good coverage, are taken frequently, are
archived, and are scattered to the four winds. What
more can you do? Do you believe that your backups are sound? Would you be comfortable with the
encounter with the two-pound hammer, the awkwardly balanced cup of coffee? Losing your hard
drive and restoring it from your backups? If not,
what is their value?
No matter how diligent you have been or how
sophisticated your system, you will never know if it
works unless you actually test it. Without testing,
you can have no confidence at all. Here are just a
few of the things that can go wrong with backups
through no direct fault of your own:
■ Failed backup software
■ Incomplete data
■ Poor media quality
■ Tape breakage
26
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Backups are important! Equally important is
a disaster recovery plan that allows you to
quickly, and in an orderly fashion, get back to
business as usual.
The ultimate test of your backup and the veracity
of the data cannot be performed manually. You can
poke around and look at some of your favorite files
and see if they look okay, but there is no way to
manually check each and every file. The solution to
this requires specialized software that can perform
an integrity check on the restored data — fodder
for another discussion.

Security
The last, but surely not the least, area to consider is
security. You may have a rock-solid firewall, twofactor authentication for all data access, and encryption of all files and emails, but where is your data?
In a time where portable external drives can contain
a terabyte of data in an appliance the size of a deck
of cards, a casual passerby can walk away with all of
your company’s data. If data confidentiality is an
issue in your organization, then you should take
steps to ensure that all of your backups are secure.

Just Do It!
Backups are important! Equally important is a disaster recovery plan that allows you to quickly, and
in an orderly fashion, get back to business as usual.
This has been the Cliffs Notes version of what can
fill blogs and bookstores. I hope that, if nothing
else, you may be moved to follow the wisdom of
Lord Baden-Powell and the Boy Scouts of America,
and “Be prepared.” CT
In addition to his time at Haworth Apothecary in Haworth, N.J., Bill Hayes is an
EMT on the Haworth Ambulance Corps and
sits on the board of directors of the Phoenix
Pharmacy Group, a cooperative buying
group consisting of 150 independently owned
pharmacies. He can be reached at bhayes@
haworthapothecary.com. Visit the exclusive Web content section of
www.computertalk.com to see a photo of Bill’s “catch” during his
recent fishing trip in Alaska.

Leave IT
to us

“Cerner Etreby is fast, efficient and the
most user-friendly available. I can now
pinpoint where prescriptions are in the
workflow process and give my staff
instant feedback. My staff and I are
extremely pleased.”

James Williams, RPh
Supervisor, Pharmacy
Sharp HealthCare

For nearly three decades, Etreby has built safe, cost-efficient, user-friendly retail pharmacy
technology. Today, this dedication is backed by the entrepreneurial expertise of Cerner, one
of the world’s largest healthcare information technology (IT) companies.
Let Cerner Etreby quickly customize a pharmacy management system to meet your specific
business needs, whether that involves one store or a large chain. Leave your pharmacy
management system to the experts.
Call us today at 800.292.5590 for more information
and an obligation-free live demonstration or visit us at
www.cerner.com/etreby.

Etreby
Cerner Etreby

7861 Garden Grove Blvd., Garden Grove, CA 92841

800.292.5590

www.cerner.com/etreby
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ASAP TODAY!

An Organization Worth Joining

organization definitely worth belonging to.”
Tim Hutchison, President/CEO, SoftWriters, Inc.
President, American Society for Automation in Pharmacy

ASAP is the technology organization for vendors and
pharmacists.

ASAP keeps you in the mainstream of legislative
developments impacting pharmacy.

ASAP conferences always get rave reviews and members
receive special registration rates.

Save the Date

The 2012 Industry & Technology
Issues Conference
January 19-21
The Don CeSar
St. Pete Beach, Florida

Learn More

JOIN

“I have been an ASAP member for over 10 years. ASAP has
consistently provided me with an
opportunity to participate in the
development of standards as well as other
technology solutions that serve the entire
industry. ASAP also helps keep me and
my company informed of industry issues
and trends and provides an invaluable
opportunity to network with other
technology solution providers serving this market. This is an

Go to asapnet.org for membership information and the current roster of members.

ASAP

American Society for Automation in Pharmacy

492 Norristown Road • Suite 160 • Blue Bell, PA 19422
(610) 825.7783 • Fax (610) 825.7641
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Chain Market Report
The
priorities and
the trends
by Will Lockwood

This year’s edition of our annual survey
generated replies from 23 chains, including
national and regional chains, as well as
independent multilocation pharmacies.
The respondents represent more than 7,700
pharmacy locations. The results offer a
snapshot of the technology deployed in the
chain environment, as well as a look into
preparedness to meet several near-term
challenges and the top technology priorities.

Change a Constant
The market for pharmacy management systems in chains
remains dynamic. This year, 40% of respondents reported
upgrading or installing a new system. Two chains put new
systems in all their pharmacies. And half indicated that
they are only somewhat satisfied with their current vendor.
Among this group making changes, 40% went with a new
vendor. Another 40% of chains reported plans to upgrade
or install new systems in the coming year, with half of those
planning to change vendors.
These rates are similar to 2010 and seem to show that chain
pharmacies take a very rational approach to evaluating their
systems, doing so regularly and showing a willingness to go
with the vendor that best suits their needs.
continued on next page
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Digging deeper into the responses from those making changes, we find that one converted to a proprietary system and another needed better functionality
to serve LTC facilities. The major reason, though,
appears to be a continuing migration to workflow.
You might think that the conversion to technologydriven workflow would be complete in most pharmacies. However, where chains reported installing
new systems this year, seven out of 10 reported that
it involved going to workflow. This is an upgrade
that is viewed as saving time in a busy pharmacy for
two-thirds of the chains moving to it. Of course,
workflow is about creating a structured and verifiable process as well. Some of the responses among
those not seeing workflow as a time-saver:
▫ “Prevents errors, but does not save time.”
▫ “Takes more employees to handle all the
		scripts.”
▫ “Same work to do, so no time savings, but
		 organized better now.”

The Stats: IVR
There’s more value to come from the
outbound messaging functionality
offered by IVR, shown by the fact
that more than 80% of the chains
have plans to expand its use.

Technology Stalwarts
There are three technologies that show high rates of
use year after year. First among them in this year’s
results is electronic signature capture, which every
chain reports using.
Close to 90% are now using or are planning to use
barcode scanning in the pharmacy – likely one result
of the emphasis chains place on workflow systems.

Rx

Rx
Prescription Growth

Months

Prescription Growth

Months

Are your prescription sales growing?
Ateb has strategies to grow your prescription volume
through improved adherence.
We are providing exciting results!

IVR also continues its popularity, with 80%
of the chains using this technology and 75%
using it in every pharmacy. As in the past
years we still find chains that do not buy into
IVR, despite its widespread use, with only
one chain planning to install IVR. The majority of these systems, more than 85%, are
installed in each pharmacy, with only a few
managed centrally.
IVR’s basic value proposition includes
efficiently triaging and routing calls, as
well as offering patients the convenience of
round-the-clock refills. Outbound messaging
is now in use as well, primarily will-call
notification, with refill reminders and delivery of patient-targeted information following
in popularity in this year’s results. Only one
chain reported using IVR for marketing
messages such as promoting immunizations.

Mobile Apps
Pharmacy Line™ (IVR) ▫ Automated Outbound Notifications
SignatureLine™ (Electronic Signature Capture)
NDC Check (Validation) ▫ Internet Prescription Refill
▫ Bin Management ▫ Prescriber Fax
sales@ateb.com or 877.776.2832

The discussion of messaging and IVR is a
good place to tie in the results of questions
about mobile apps. These have yet to catch
on in a big way, with less than 30% of the
chains indicating an app is available for
continued on page 32
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patients. This low adoption rate may be explained in
part by the development and maintenance issues associated with offering apps for all the different mobile
platforms out there — a potentially time-consuming
task when it is not approached strategically. When
mobile apps are offered, use was split evenly between
pharmacy location specifics and refill ordering —
both fairly basic functions. While no chain reported
using apps for push-messaging to patients with either
clinical or general information, the enthusiasm for
outbound messaging via the more established platform of IVR seems to suggest that communications
out to smart device apps should develop rapidly. It
will be interesting to follow developments here.

The State of Automation
Automation is holding steady as an important part
of the chain technology arsenal. Running down the
three major categories, this year’s results show:
▫ 60% of chains use automated counting systems, with
units deployed in close to 25% of pharmacies. However only four chains reported that they are adding
more of these systems.

How Popular Is Social Media?
Half the chains report using
Facebook and a few Twitter to
create dynamic communication
channels that their patients opt into.

▫ Countertop counting devices remain popular among
this year’s respondents, in use by two-thirds of the
chains. And while only one chain is using them in
every pharmacy, around 25% of the chains will be
installing more of this technology in the coming year.
▫ 60% of respondents use robotic systems, with close
to 30% planning to install more units. On average,
robotics are used in 20% of pharmacies. In 30% of the
chains adding new robotics units, this installation will
replace automated counting systems.

What these results suggest is that chains are seeing the
most value in the two extremes – the compact, lowercost countertop devices and the full automation of
continued on page 34

Kirby Lester’s Full Line Of Dispensing Technology

KL60

Your Choice:

Robot fits
any size
pharmacy

Compact, or
Really, Really Compact
New

KL1

Our smallest
counter
ever!

You know what we hear from our customers all the time?
Words like “compact, tiny, miniaturized, clever.”
You know what we never hear? Words like “too much,
too complicated, too expensive.”

See how our full line of pharmacy automation is the
perfect size for any pharmacy, especially yours.

800.641.3961

sales@kirbylester.com

Small footprint.
Huge return on your investment.
KL1 (left), KL20 and KL30
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robotics. It’s interesting to note that both of these
categories are seeing refinements and new models
coming to market.

Centralization’s Status
Use of central fill is expanding slowly, with only three
chains indicating that they use this model, and four
more indicating that they plan to begin using it.
Where central fill is used, it’s employing robotics.

Results were similar for central processing, a way to
move out of the pharmacy the workload associated
with entering and managing a prescription up until
the point of physical dispensing. Only three chains
report having a facility to centralize these tasks, with
another three again indicating plans to use it. Those
pharmacies using central processing implemented it
between 2009 and 2011, making it a relatively recent
phenomenon.

It is interesting to note that the three chains currently
using central processing are different from the three
currently using central fill. This may
be either because both central fill
and processing represent significant
revisions to the traditional in-store
operational and workflow patterns
— in which case it may be wiser to
implement them separately — or
®
because pharmacies are seeing the
efficiency results they need from one
and don’t see the need for both. One
chain currently using central proNCPDP D.0 READY
FIND OUT WHY LONGcessing did answer that central fill is
TIME USERS DESCRIBE ▲ Data conversion available for most systems
in the works. And one larger chain
VISUAL SUPERSCRIPT
reports that it is considering imple▲ True Windows environment
AS “A CADILLAC AT A
menting central fill while also look▲ Comprehensive third-party billing to primary,
VW PRICE.”
ing to balance processing workloads
secondary & tertiary payers
using either a central site or very
▲ Unique drug file optimized for speed & accuracy
low-volume stores that can assist with
▲ Drug imprints & images
data entry and issue resolution.

SIMPLY THE BEST VALUE
IN PHARMACY SOFTWARE

Visual Superscript

▲ Barcode & Rx scanning
▲ Inventory updates using wholesaler EDI
▲ Electronic prescriptions
▲ Fax refill requests from computer
▲ Plan 340B processing & reports
▲ Signature capture
▲ Workflow management
▲ Automated transparent updates
▲ Automated HIPAA compliant backups
PHONE AND INTERNET-BASED
CUSTOMER SUPPORT provides you
with instant access to our expert
support staff
CALL 800-359-5580 TO ORDER A FREE DEMO
www.daaenterprises.com
800-359-5580
sales@daaenterprises.com
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This second method — load balancing among pharmacy sites — is
something that newer pharmacy
systems with strong workflow platforms and cross-chain connectivity
should facilitate. However, despite
what would appear on the surface
as a good way to gain efficiency by
leveraging workflow, only one pharmacy reported having load balancing
via workflow currently deployed. The
reasons for this may include the need
to revise procedures and work roles
and a possible lack of cross-chain
queue visibility in some workflow
deployments. It will be interesting to
see if chains begin to use this model
as they transition to more and more
modern pharmacy workflow systems.
continued on page 36

Workhorse.

In actual operation, cells are closed.

RxMedic ADS™ moves more top-moving drugs than
any other retail robotic dispensing solution. Process as
much as 80 percent of daily volume in a state-of-theart design complete with up to 256 auto-calibrating
cells that support drug replenishment without stopping.
ADS combines incredible speed with a 200+ vial
collating area and automatic photo verification to allow
dispensing with little interruption.

Make the leap to RxMedic. To see the future
of pharmacy automation visit rxmedic.com
or call 800 .882 .3819.

© RxMedic ADS and RxMedic ACS are trademarks of RxMedic Systems, Inc. RxMedic Systems, Inc. is a subsidiary of the J M Smith Corporation.
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What Are the Persistent Issues
with Electronic Prescriptions?
“The wide disparity between practice
management system functionality. Often the
prescriber systems do not accept refill requests or have no way to respond to a request.
Many prescribers do not understand how their
e-prescribing systems work.”
“Drugs and sigs are flawed.”
“Truncated sigs and accuracy of sigs.”
“Prescribers do not understand how to use
their software, there are prescriber system
limitations, and prescribers are using for new
scripts only. “
“Sent to wrong pharmacy. Patient is stuck.”
“Lots of duplicate and inaccurate directions.”
“Accuracy of drug doses and duplicate
directions.”
“Prescriber systems not updated with
pharmacy listings.”

YOUR PRESCRIBER DATA MAY BE

continued from page 34

Clinical Services
Chains are involved in medication therapy management (MTM), with 95% reporting active programs.
The chains were evenly divided on whether or not
they would like to have more information about
the patient in order to do a better job with MTM.
When desire for access to more data was cited, lab
values, discontinued
prescription information, diagnoses, and en- Chains are involved
hanced note capabilities in medication
were mentioned most
therapy managefrequently.
ment (MTM), with

As for other clinical
95% reporting
services that chains are
active programs.
offering, aside from
MTM, blood pressure
monitoring and immunizations were cited most frequently — by one-third
of the chains— followed by blood glucose monitoring. Several chains reported offering compression
fittings, respiratory services, diabetes and
asthma counseling, and travel vaccination
consults as well.

PUTTING YOUR BUSINESS AT RISK.
Only the HMS Provider MasterFile™ gives you access
to the most accurate and current prescriber data that’s
integral to your compliance program:
•
•
•
•

NPI/Specialty
State License
DEA
Medicare Participation

•
•
•
•

Medicaid Participation
State Sanction
OIG Sanction
Medicaid Exclusion

Comprehensive, 24/7 accessible, flexible.

Find out if your business is at risk. Contact us
today and mention this ad for a complimentary
prescriber DATA QUALITY HEALTH CHECK.

2700 Horizon Drive | King of Prussia, PA 19406

800.593.4467 | www.healthmarketscience.com
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The rate at which clinical services are
offered and the range of services represent a positive trend toward diversifying
pharmacy operations and positioning
pharmacists with patients as frontline
healthcare providers. Significantly, these
services are also generating revenue for
chains, with billing done through the
pharmacy system in 50% of the cases,
and about 15% using a Web portal.
What is interesting is that patients are
paying cash for the services in 25% of
the cases, and there's no better demonstration of value and demand than a
willingness to pay out-of-pocket.

E-Prescribing
On average, the chains in this year’s survey
reported that, of eligible noncontrolled
prescriptions, 27% are coming into the
pharmacy electronically. This is more than
continued on page 38

Custom Fit.

One size does not fit all.
HBS operates under the notion that a successful pharmacy is more than long
hours and personal care. Functionality, customization, and integrated
system solutions are also key factors in the continued success of your
pharmacy—options that best fit your needs.

A N S X C C O M PA N Y
(800) 444-1427 l www.HBSRx.com

Continually enhanced and customized for nearly 30 years, HBS’ pharmacy
systems provide all levels of pharmacy an easy-to-use application designed to
manage your operation efficiently—not to mention other products and unique
features that can be tailored to meet your needs.
Introduce yourself to HBS. Visit us at www.HBSRx.com or call us for additional
info. Because helping you make your pharmacy successful is what we do!
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l
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double the rate from last year’s survey. The question
is, what about controlled substances, now that the
DEA has issued its requirements?
Here uncertainty reigns, with more than 60% of
respondents answering that they aren’t sure what steps
their vendors are taking to have their system audited
for controlled-substance e-prescribing compliance,
and only slightly more than 30% answering that their
vendors are taking action. For the pharmacies with
proprietary systems, only one reported taking steps
toward a compliance audit.
The chains are still reporting issues with e-prescribing, even as its use grows. There is clearly a lot of improvement that needs to be made in training and in
the way prescriber systems handle e-prescribing. The
list of issues cited in this year’s survey are on page 36.
There are concerns about the model for controlledsubstance e-prescribing too, with chains feeling that
the methods are complicated and the penalties serious. The specific concerns are at right.

What Problems Are Foreseeable
with Controlled Substances
That Are E-Prescribed?
“The requirements for data retention and
accuracy are quite stringent. The penalties for
data loss — even one record — are severe.”
“Verification of all systems for compliance and
obtaining compliance certificates.”
“Security issue.”
“Too complicated.”

Data Analysis
With the transaction-intensive nature of pharmacy,
preedits have become critical, as have a broad range
of reports. This isn’t a new phenomenon — this year
again we found preedits in wide use — and it’s logical, considering the continuing pressure on reimbursements and the generally competitive nature of
running a community pharmacy.
This year we also asked for the key reports chains are
running in both their pharmacy management and
point-of-sale (POS) systems.

Cloud-Based Phone
& IVR Solutions

A firm grasp of reporting can offer chains significant
visibility into the factors driving business or holding
it back. Both pharmacy and POS systems offer rich
sources of data for analysis, and chains are creating an impressively diverse array of reports. Chains
mentioned many more reports coming from the
pharmacy management system than the POS system,
which may reflect a primary focus on the complex
task of filling and billing. These results may also suggest a real opportunity to increase the contribution
the front end makes to chain revenues and customer
satisfaction by increasing the sophistication and
range of POS reporting.

Discover the reliability, scalability, and flexibility of
TeleManager’s next generation cloud-based phone
and IVR solutions. With years of experience
bringing the pharmacy industry to the cloud –
we make it easier than ever to deploy,
manage, and benefit from tomorrow’s
technology today.
Contact us today to
learn more or schedule
a demo.

Future Challenges
In any year, there are always going to be new challenges on the horizon that pharmacies have to
prepare for, and we checked in for opinions on two
of the most significant.
First up is the FDA’s initiative to require an elecCall 800.600.0435 or visit www.telemanager.com.
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COMPLETE RETAIL AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
POS • CENTRALIZED ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT • OTC INVENTORY MANAGEMENT • SELF CHECKOUT

"Through the use of ECRS solutions, our pharmacies have been able to automate and
control inventory management as well as streamline vendor communications. It also
facilitates our ability to meet all the regulatory requirements in today's pharmacy
world with integrated pseudoephedrine tracking and pharmacy system integration
while still allowing us to provide an efficient customer service level which remains our
top priority as a company. Further, it provides us with the capability to centrally
manage our multiple locations reducing manual, time consuming processes and
improving data accuracy."
- Aaron Syring, Island Drug

WWW.ECRS.COM 800.211.1172
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Popular Pharmacy System
Reports
▫		 Inventory-on-hand changes.
▫		 User responses to DUR alerts.
▫ Prescriptions dispensed with negative
margins.
▫ Data entry stats.
▫ Prescriptions ready by promised time.
▫		 Sales, down to the payer level.
▫ Generic usage reports.
▫ Gross margin reports.
▫ Number of refills for prescriptions.
▫ Prescriptions per man-hour.

Point-of-Sale Reports
▫		 Sales by department and vendor,
including profitability.
▫		 Date and time sold.

continued from page 38

tronic pedigree for drugs as they move through
the supply chain, known as track and trace. This is
viewed by the vast majority of the chains (85%) as
increasing the cost of doing business. Almost 60% see
it as disruptive to workflow, though the remainder
reserved judgment by answering “not sure.” Not one
chain reported seeing benefits for pharmacy coming
from track and trace, though more than half, once
again, weren’t sure on this count.
Second were D.0 and 5010 preparedness, which are
more immediate concerns with a Jan. 1, 2012, deadline looming. While only one chain is now submitting claims using the new D.0 standard, all respondents are comfortable that their systems will be ready
to comply. It’s also worth noting that system vendors
are doing a good job of keeping the chains up to date
on their readiness status.
The findings were the same with the 5010 version of
the X12N 835 remittance advice: All chains reported
being ready to switch over on January 1. When asked
if changing to version 5010 will
improve the reconciliation process,
only a few thought so, with the
majority replying that they aren’t
sure.

Priorities and
High-Impact
Tools
We wrap up this year’s report by
looking at the technology priorities the chains have for the balance
of the year, and the technologies
that they consider to have the
greatest positive impact on their
operations. First, the priorities:
▫ Implementation of the Linux
operating system to replace an
aging SCO platform.
▫ Tighter integration of
workflow to the pharmacy
management system to
create a single source and
eliminate unnecessary
interfaces.
continued on page 42
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enterpriserx.com/partner

EnterpriseRx and McKesson offer a partnership that will enhance your operations.
Partner with McKesson through EnterpriseRx and you step into a new world of operational efficiency for
your pharmacy. We offer solutions that can enhance your capabilities, your potential and your bottom line.
With Promise Time Workflow behind the counter, your pharmacists can offer clinical services for added
revenue, and with Central Fill processing and dispensing prescriptions, you can increase volume without
increasing your resources. Expand your reach in pharmacy operations – with a partner you can depend
on for innovation. See more at enterpriserx.com/partner.
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On-Demand • Prepack
Calendar • Daily • Cycle

We Fill Your Need!
The DOSIS L60,
by Manchac Technologies, LLC,
is the ﬁrst viable, totally hands-free
robotic solution for pharmacies.
The L60 offers you the flexibility to
choose your fulfillment solution
for any number of pills from 1-31
days.

All this in a single medication
blister card for your long term
care, institutional and
correctional facility patients.

No Pharmacy is Too Small
We have happy customers
ranging from 300 to 10,000 beds!
Give us a call to see how we can
help you.

www.dosis.com
sales@manchac.com
877.626.2422
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▫ Point-of-sale integration.
▫ Replacement of all pharmacy
servers with bigger, faster
models with more redundant
power supplies/drives.

Several of the other priorities
mentioned involved installing
new systems other than the core
pharmacy management system,
including implementing IVR,
changing to thermal prescription
labels, changing POS vendors,
and implementing central fill and
new robotics. Other areas mentioned were DUR documentation,
workflow and workload balancing, scanning in prescription hard
copies, prefills, automated capturing of third-party net due dollar
amount daily, and enhancements
for medication compliance.
When it comes to the technology
with the greatest positive contribution, IVR and robotics topped
the list, with other technologies
mentioned including central fill,
workflow, data analysis tools, messaging (text and email), barcode
scanning, e-signature capture,
prescription scanning, and eprescribing. This year’s results are
intriguing for the long list of technologies that follow the top two
— which have historically been
cited for their impact, indicating
that chains are finding value across
a broad range of tools.

Your Thoughts
The chain report never fails to
turn up interesting insights, validate certain intuited notions, and

The chain report never
fails to turn up interesting
insights, validate certain
intuited notions, and offer
a few surprises.
offer a few surprises. This is all the
result of the ongoing willingness
of chain pharmacy executives to
take the time to complete the survey and help the entire pharmacy
profession by candidly assessing
what technology is working, what
shows promise, and what has yet
to catch on. We’d like to make
two requests to our readers. First,
please feel free to provide feedback
on the 2011 findings by visiting
www.feedback.computertalk.com.
Offer a few words to let us know
what rings true in this report and
where your experiences differ,
whether you represent a chain
that did not participate or are an
independent.
Second, please take the same opportunity to submit suggestions
for topics into which we might
delve more deeply in 2012, or new
questions you would like to see
posed. A dynamic and free discussion of technology successes, challenges, and priorities will form
the basis for improvement across
the profession. CT
Will Lockwood is
senior editor for
ComputerTalk. He can
be reached at will@
computertalk.com.

As a condition of participation, the identities of those responding and
their respective chains are not disclosed.
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Patients Need Help
Understanding Their
Drugs
A Low-tech Solution My mother-in-law is 91
years old. She recently moved out of our house because she
was bored. She now lives in a senior apartment complex
where she plays bridge, knits, and completes (usually) the
daily newspaper’s crossword puzzles.
A couple of weeks ago I was taking care of some of her
medication changes, and she asked me to tell her what each
of her medications is for. She has quite a few, and it can get
a bit confusing. I put them in a segmented container so that
she knows what to take each day. But she wanted to know
what they are for. I pointed out that most of the labels say
what they are, and some say what they are for. But that was
not a very satisfactory answer.
All of a sudden I had an out-of-the-box, simple answer. I
made a list of her medications and what they are for on a
sheet of paper. Then I got a bottle of white glue. I glued
one of each of the tablets (or capsules) next to its name on
the paper.
She was thrilled. The pink ones are for this, the yellow
ones are for that, the green-and-yellow capsules are for
something else. She keeps that list on top of her dresser and
refers to it often.
Statistics We have all seen the statistics about medication errors, emergency room visits, and other significant
problems related to age and multiple drug regimens. I will
just say that there is a huge amount of cost and suffering
generated by these errors.
Drug life is confusing. All drugs have at least two names.
Just about all of the names are difficult or impossible for
anybody except a pharmacist to pronounce. Often the same
drug comes in different shapes and colors when made by

George
Pennebaker,
Pharm.D.

different manufacturers. Sometimes the same manufacturer
will change the color or shape or imprint. Directions can
change. Drug strength can change. The confusion gets
worse each time another drug is added. As people get older
they tend to need more drugs. It is especially confusing
when they go into a hospital with a “hand” of drugs on
their list and leave the hospital with a new hand after the
“deck” has been shuffled and they are dealt a new hand.
Drugs with totally different actions often have similar (to
the patient) names. Try hydrocortisone and hydrochlorothiazide. Most people can’t get beyond hydro-.
There are problems with my low-tech solution. First of all,
children love to take things apart and swallow them. The
sheet needs to be kept in a safe place.
A huge problem is keeping the sheet accurate and up-todate. It needs to be revised whenever something changes.
That means whenever the dosage changes, the manufacturer changes, the drug is discontinued, or a new drug is
added. This is especially difficult when the patient is getting
his or her drugs from more than one pharmacy. Mail order,
discount coupons, $4.00 generics, and all of the other
things that drive people to go to a multitude of pharmacies
to get their prescriptions filled make maintaining the sheet
difficult to do as a patient service.

A High-tech Solution We all know that just

about all of a patient’s prescriptions are processed through
a remarkable and complicated processing system. At some
point, maybe at the switches, all of the necessary data can
be gathered each time a prescription is processed through
the system. The NDCs for each of the patient’s drugs can
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

be used to locate the description and
an image of the drug. That information can be sent to the pharmacy
where it can be printed out and given
to the patient.
Yes, it will cost some money. And I
know that few pharmacies have color
printers. All of the players will need
to agree on the details about how it
would be done (an interesting project
for NCPDP). And, yes, I know it will
mean that the pharmacist would have
the opportunity and the cost (time is
money) of explaining the sheets to the
patients and caregivers.
I do believe that the benefits would
overcome the costs. Improved patient
care. Fewer emergency room visits.
Fewer deaths due to drug errors.
Lower costs throughout the system.

The biggest reason is that the patient
will have this sheet that can be consulted by the patient whenever there
is any question about his or her drug
regimen. And the sheet can be found
and brought with the patient to the
emergency room whenever there is a
911 call. The possibilities are so great
that there should be some significant
financing available from government
and/or private sources.
We have a crisis in healthcare created
by medication errors. Times of crisis
are times of opportunity.
What do you think? CT
George Pennebaker, Pharm.D., is a
consultant and past president of the California Pharmacists Association. He can be
reached by email at george.pennebaker@
sbcglobal.net.

Take Your Prescription
Drug Verification Up a
Level with ScriptChek®
Printable “2D” Drug Image Database

Some readers have criticized my last
column. In it I said mail-order pharmacies
don’t make mistakes filling prescriptions.
If you doubt that statement ask your
board of pharmacy. The boards have been
looking for years. They will know.
I neglected to say that filling a prescription is not the most important thing that
we do. Taking care of patients is. When
we take care of patients they appreciate
it. And they get better results from their
prescriptions.
We pharmacists need to embrace that
concept and get others to understand it.
Seventy-five percent of the people taking
medications are making errors in how
they take them. They get them but they
don’t use them right. My bottom line: I
don’t care how they get them as long as
it is accurate and timely (a mail-order
problem). I do care how they use them.
We have a big job to do with 75% of our
patients.

Features 64 black & white drug shape outlines that
cover over 28,000 drugs, including tablets,
capsules, lotions, suspensions, liquids, creams,
and more. Exact drug image outlines with scores
and markings for the Top 1,000 drugs being used
today. The addition of the pill image to our
ScriptChek® label and or the patient leaflet will
enhance both the pharmacist’s and patient’s drug
identification for visual verification.

Black & White Outlined Images

Exact Drug Image Outlines with Scores and Markings

(Sample of library shown)

Visit ScriptChek at booth # 1154 during the
NACDS Pharmacy & Technology Conference
For More Information Please Contact: Wes Moffett (585) 218-9880 • wes.moffett@gte.net
ScriptChek Visual Verifications Systems, Inc. Sunrise, Florida 33326 • www.scriptchek.com
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How Is Mobile Health
(mhealth) Different?

Y

ou would have to be living under a rock to not have some awareness that the connectivity possible between people, data, and systems
has reached a very exciting level. Some studies estimate that over 90% of
Americans are carrying cell phones and smartphones. This means that
information appliances are nearly ubiquitous in our country. We used to
tell our audiences that Europe was leading the United States for coming
up with mobile strategy and applications for using portable information
appliances in the field of healthcare. We can now safely say that the United
States is rapidly awakening to the opportunities provided by our infrastructure and devices.

Bill G.
Felkey, M.S.

Brent I. Fox,
Pharm.D., Ph.D.

Since mobile devices are personal, healthcare applications using these devices can
also be highly personalized for individual
patients.

Vast Potential Twelve functional

clusters have been identified where mobile
phone technology can excel in healthcare.
The first is communication. We all tend to
know what channel is the best to use for
getting the fastest replies to our commuThe old umbrella term for the use of technology in healthcare over large
nication for each of our colleagues. Some
and small distances is e-health, or electronic health. It spoke about the
colleagues prefer email, others respond
infrastructure necessary for connectivity between and among healthcare
best to a voice mail, and still others give us
providers and patients. Mobile health (mhealth) can actually produce
quick replies to text messages. Similarly,
behavior change due to the portable nature of the devices that are used
every opportunity for patient communifor both personal and professional applications. These devices tend to be
cation can be optimized to the patient’s
permanently carried by their users and are always on — and therefore ready preference. Prompts for health behaviors
to help us reduce our uncertainty while making decisions as either patients or reminders on appointments and refills
or providers.
for chronic medication are obvious lowhanging fruit for mhealth communication.
Mobile devices have greater situational awareness in that the GPS features
Does your pharmacy management system
of these appliances “know” where we are if we allow them to detect our
allow for the collecting and distribution of
position and feed that data into relevant applications. Thus, the amount
patient communication via mobile chanof time spent in an exam room can be calculated in the life of a healthcare
nels? If it doesn’t, it should.
professional. Or the healthy options available on the menu of a restaurant
in which we are standing can be made available in real time. IncreasAnother mhealth functional cluster
ingly, these devices are offering built-in payment channels for conducting
involves access to Web-based resources.
transactions. We are both monitoring developments with Google Wallet to Essentially, every mobile device contains
discover how cellular payment options will mature.
a Web browser, allowing access to almost
The beauty of Bluetooth-equipped devices for communicating with health- any Internet-based resource. This means
mobile information appliances can access
related peripheral devices is another advantage that can be exploited. It is
much less expensive to put a Bluetooth-connected sensor on the patient to any content, in nearly any form, pretty
monitor heart arrhythmias than it is to use current office-based technology.
continued on next page
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be facilitated by mobile technology.
We find that many documentation
much anywhere. Browsers provide
processes are begun on mobile devices
access to protected health information and completed on larger workstations.
without the necessity of downloading This is one of the few limitations of
that health information to the device. smartphones today. Workstations are
Protected health information should
often preferred over the four-inch
reside behind a firewall, providing
screen of a smartphone. As speech
protection without running the risk of recognition technology continues
a mobile device being lost or stolen,
to progress, some of the data entry
while also containing confidential
advantages of larger workstations may
information.
diminish. With portable technology
Point-of-care documentation can
like tablets, screen size limitations and
continued from previous page
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processing power become less of an
issue. The important thing is for pharmacists to have the desired array of
information appliances that are always
available to them when needed.
Disease management is another
powerful use for mobile technology. Medication regimen adherence,
health outcomes monitoring, lifestyle
management, and other health behaviors can be made more efficient and
effective through the use of information appliances. In fact, the consumer
health industry has recognized the potential markets for patients who wish
to age in place in their own homes and
avoid institutionalization for as long
as possible. We believe that population
management of patients has to occur
under healthcare reform, and we wonder which pharmacist entrepreneurs
will play a significant role in their
communities in making participatory
healthcare a reality.
There are many other mobile health
capabilities offered by technology. If
you consider that today’s smartphones
have processors that are faster than
desktop computers of just a few years
ago, it is very exciting to consider what
the future may hold. And as the population of patients who are comfortable
with technology continues to grow,
mhealth represents an emerging, tangible method to reach your patients.
We are happy to continue investigating and reporting on these and other
advancements on your behalf. We
welcome your questions or comments
and would be happy to direct you to
other resources regarding this opportunity. CT
Bill G. Felkey, M.S., is professor emeritus,
and Brent I. Fox, Pharm.D., Ph.D., is an
assistant professor, Department of Pharmacy
Care Systems, Harrison School of Pharmacy,
Auburn University. They can be reached at
felkebg@auburn and foxbren@auburn.edu.
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Study Shows Patient
Confusion with Rx Labels

M

edication labeling and medication adherence are often subjects at the
American Society for Automation in Pharmacy’s semiannual conferences. The recent midyear conference was no exception, with industry
veterans Dan Ramirez and Bruce Briggs discussing proper labeling on acetaminophen prescriptions to address toxicity issues and tapping pharmaceutical manufacturer dollars to deliver messages to patients to address adherence.
So I should not be surprised that labeling made news recently with an article
discussing how confusing prescription drug labeling can be for the “everyday” patient.
The July 4, 2011, New York Times article, titled “When Take as Directed
Poses a Challenge” and written by Paula Span, showcased results of a study
recently conducted by Dr. Michael Wolf, an associate professor of medicine
at Northwestern University who studies drug safety. As part of the study, the
research team interviewed 464 adults between 55 and 74 years of age who
were patients at several Chicago medical practices and clinics. The research
team gave each patient seven amber-colored vials with different dosing
instructions. They also provided the patients with a slotted tray that was
marked with different times of the day. Patients were then instructed by the
researchers to show them how they would take these medications over 24
hours.
Regardless of the instructions, Wolf said, “There was no reason to take these
medications more than four times a day.” Patients, however, had a difficult
time putting the medication doses into the slotted tray. One-third of the
patients didn’t think to take two of the drugs at the same time, although
the labeled instructions were the same. In another case, when one drug was
labeled to take with food and water and another was not labeled that way,
50% of the patients were going to take them at different times, even though
they could have been taken together. When one drug was labeled “Take

Marsha K.
Millonig, R.Ph.,
M.B.A.

one tablet every 12 hours” and another
labeled, “Take one tablet twice daily,”
two-thirds of the patients would not take
them together.
All told, less than 15% of those patients who participated were successful
in organizing the doses to be taken the
most efficient way each day. Rather,
participants said they would take the
tablets an average of six times a day, with
some setting up as many as 14 doses a
day. As the number of medications rises
and the medication regimen schedule
becomes more complicated, adherence
becomes more of an issue. Wolf noted
that the need for more simplified dosing
instructions has been demonstrated in
many studies, and said in the article that
90% of all prescription medications can
be taken no more than four times a day.
The lack of standardized or universal
dosing instructions is attributed to the
differing state board of pharmacy regulations. The article does note that a bill requiring a universal medication schedule
has been introduced in New York and
that one has become law in California.
continued on next page
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Addressing the Problem The study seems to

support efforts to address prescription labeling. ASAP has
been consulted by the United States Pharmacopeia (USP)
about its proposed set of universal standards to guide the
content, language, format, and appearance of prescription
medication labels to reflect how patients read and understand medication instructions.
The USP’s proposed standards carry several principles for
prescription labeling (see box at right).

Well-Rounded Program Speaking of future

developments, the ASAP midyear conference in Palm
Beach, Fla., featured a fantastic lineup of updates and new
information, including the creation of accurate prescriber
data, HIPAA transaction and code set changes, plans for
the National Health Plan ID, pharmacy performance and
quality tools, telepharmacy trends, institutional barcode
scanning implementation tips, the latest news about
health information exchange, and activities related to the
interorganizational Pharmacy e-Health Information Technology Collaborative.

My Contribution I was delighted to be asked to

provide the participants with a look at the major points
featured in the President’s Council of Advisors on Science
and Technology (PCAST) report on health information
technology (see my May/June 2011 column for the details). The reaction from participants was swift and strong.
Few had been aware of the report. The report’s major
cornerstone calls for the creation, dissemination, and use
of a “universal exchange language” for health information
that enables it to be shared through a network infrastructure that allows a patient’s data to be located and accessed
with strong, persistent privacy preferences. The language
would be based on some kind of extensible markup
language syntax. The strategy represents an “evolutionary”
transformation from traditional EHR systems to a “tagged
data element” model, in keeping with managing and
storing data using advanced data-mining techniques that
break down data into the smallest individual pieces that
can be exchanged or aggregated. PCAST uses the analogy
of people today using their computer to access a webpage
where various parts of the page are dynamically aggregated
in real time from many different computers.
Most attendees felt the approach would be very difficult
to implement, especially in tandem with CMS’s rules for
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USP convened a group of independent experts from pharmacy and
other fields to put together the
standards, which state that
prescription labels should:
▫ Be organized in a patient-centered manner, to
reflect how most patients understand medication
instructions, and featuring the most important
information for safe and effective understanding
and use.
▫ Emphasize instructions and other important information (such as patient’s name, drug name and
strength, and clear directions for use), with less
critical but important content such as the
pharmacy name and number not taking precedence.
▫ Give explicit instructions that separate the dose
from the timing of each dose, and use numbers in
these instructions — for example, “Take 2 tablets
in the morning and 2 tablets in the evening”
rather than “Take two tablets twice daily.”
▫ Include the purpose of the medication’s use, unless the patient prefers that this information not
appear.
▫ Improve readability by using high-contrast print
and a large font size.
▫ Limit auxiliary information. Labels, stickers, or
other supplemental information should be expressed in simple and explicit language that is
minimized to avoid distracting patients.

Stay tuned for further developments.

meaningful use requirements to be implemented in 2013
and 2015. Sources tell me the report generated similar,
swift reaction earlier this year, but things have been quiet
since then. Among the first steps, if the report’s recommendations move ahead, would be HHS issuing a notice
of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) to develop the universal
exchange language. Keep your eyes open, and I will keep
you up-to-date in future columns.
And mark your calendars now for the ASAP annual conference slated for Jan. 19 to 21, 2012, at the Don CeSar
in St. Pete Beach, Fla. If it is anything like June’s meeting, you will walk away with actionable items from every
presentation. Hope to see you there! CT
Marsha K. Millonig, R.Ph., M.B.A., is president of Catalyst
Enterprises, LLC, located in Eagan, Minn. The firm provides consulting, research, and writing services to help industry players provide services more efficiently and implement new services for future
growth. The author can be reached at marshak59@yahoo.com.
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Telepharmacy Use
Expands and Fills a Void

N

orth Dakota was the first state to pass telepharmacy regulations, in
October 2001. Now telepharmacy is expanding quickly as the technology-based practice goes global. The U.S. Navy is in the midst of the largest
telepharmacy implementation in history. Telepharmacy is also progressing in
Canada, with new initiatives in Ontario this year.
The National Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP) defines telepharmacy as “the provision of pharmacy care by registered pharmacies and pharmacists located within U.S. jurisdictions through the use of telecommunications
and other technologies to patients or their agents at a distance that are located
within U.S. jurisdictions.” Simply stated, telepharmacy involves a licensed
pharmacist at a central pharmacy location who supervises a pharmacy technician at a remote site via videoconferencing technology. This remote site is a
pharmacy staffed by a registered pharmacy technician who has access to its
main pharmacy and pharmacist via computer link, videolink, and audiolink at
all times while the pharmacy is open.

Where Do We Find Telepharmacy? Current applications of

telepharmacy fall into three settings: hospital pharmacy, retail pharmacy, and
the Navy. Hospitals lacking a demand for full-time pharmacist services may
use telepharmacy for staffing. Most commonly, hospital pharmacist services
are shared among hospitals in the same healthcare system. Other models may
include networks of hospitals that join to share services or hospital pharmacies
that contract telepharmacy services from commercial telepharmacy companies.
Hospital telepharmacy funding support, unlike retail telepharmacy, has been
available from a variety of government sources. Hospital pharmacies have received grants from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ),
the Health Resources and Services Administration Office for the Advancement
of Telehealth, and the National Organization of State Offices of Rural Health.
Additional funding may come from private foundation funds and the hospital
facility’s operating budget.

Ashley Gibbons,
Pharm.D.

Don Dietz,
R.Ph., M.S.

For now, telepharmacy in the retail
setting has not happened in a big way
in the United States. Where used, it has
been limited to rural states with
pharmacist shortages. One typical
model of telepharmacy in the retail
setting can be described as a “complete
pharmacy without the pharmacist on
site.” A licensed pharmacist at a central
site communicates through video conferencing in real time with the pharmacy technician at a remote site that stores
prescription inventory. The second
model may resemble a central-fill pharmacy system, where the prescription is
filled at a location with the pharmacist
present, then delivered to a remote site
for patient pickup and counseling.
As previously mentioned, the U.S.
Navy began implementing telepharmacy to combat its widespread shortage of
pharmacists. Telepharmacy in the Navy
is similar to the retail setting model
— that is, prescriptions are filled by a
technician at a remote site (e.g., ships
at sea) connected through telecommunications with a central-site pharmacist.
continued on next page
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Regulating Telepharmacy The limiting factor

in the proliferation of telepharmacy is regulation of its
use. The practice of pharmacy is regulated by the state
boards of pharmacy. In 2006, the NABP Model Act was
updated to recognize telepharmacy, including “the practice
of telepharmacy within and across state lines.” The act allows telepharmacy services when appropriate, a statement
not as easily defined as written. The American Society of
Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) adopted the position that boards of pharmacy should “adopt regulations
that enable the use of United States-based telepharmacy
services for all practice settings.”
Since the first regulations were passed in North Dakota,
approximately nine other states have enacted regulations
allowing telepharmacy in a retail setting. Three others
allow telepharmacy use strictly in an institutional setting.
Some other states are now considering regulations to provide service in underserved areas.

Adoption Issues Regulating telepharmacy comes

with its own issues for consideration. Telepharmacy
prescription processing needs to follow ordered steps, as
every prescription requires a process of remote order entry,
prospective order review, double-checking of the prescription, actual dispensing, and patient counseling.
Potential issues include licensure of pharmacists and
pharmacies, especially with services crossing state lines
and involving multiple state regulations. Arrangements for
workload relief during peak periods must be considered.
Finally, disaster recovery procedures need to be addressed.
If an audio or video link is down, the pharmacy is unable
to dispense prescriptions.

Keys to Success The single greatest key to telepharmacy success is the pharmacy technician. This means that
technicians need to be properly trained to be in charge
of a remote pharmacy site, possibly to a higher level of
pharmacy technician certification. Technicians will be preparing the medications and running the site. Pharmacists
need to be detail oriented, as always, and comfortable with remote dispensing and counseling.
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Other key elements of telepharmacy success are
appropriate technology solutions. Examples include
state law flexibility for new technology solutions,
functional video and audio linkages, audit trails for
quality control, and proper safety checks and balances, which may include the use of barcodes.

The Future of Telepharmacy As new

technology solutions arise, acceptable telepharmacy
uses may also expand. Pharmacists can be used for
clinical services within the capacity of telepharmacy
capabilities. Pharmacists can be taken into assistedliving facilities, group homes, or physician offices via
telecommunications. To ensure adequate care, more
research will be needed to prove that patient safety is
not compromised. Moreover, telepharmacy should
not be viewed as eliminating pharmacist jobs, but as
providing pharmacy services in underserved locations. CT

Ashley Gibbons, Pharm.D., is a consultant, and
Don Dietz, R.Ph., M.S., is vice president at Pharmacy
Healthcare Solutions, Inc., in Pittsburgh, Pa., which provides
consulting that improves the profitability of its healthcare
clients. The authors can be contacted at agibbons@phsirx.com
and ddietz@phsirx.com.
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ASAP June 2011 Midyear Industry &
Technology Issues Conference
by Will Lockwood

coverage continues on next page

Carolinas Healthcare Systems’
Matt Kern, left, and The Pharmacy
e-Health Information Technology
Collaborative’s Shelly Spiro.

Gina Perez
of Advances in
Management.
t

Health Market
Science’s Craig
Ford.

Dan Ramirez, a consultant working
with McNeil Consumer Health, left,
and Emdeon’s Debbi Meisner.

t

t

Robert Cowan from NABP with
Ketan Mehta of Micro Merchant
Systems.
t

Medco Health’s Annette Gabel,
left, and Don Dietz from Pharmacy
Healthcare Solutions Inc.

t

Health Market Science’s Craig Ford
spoke on the increasing value to
pharmacies of having access to accurate prescriber data. Robert Cowan
presented the National Association
of Boards of Pharmacy’s community
pharmacy accreditation program.
Annette Boyer from CECity teamed
up with Laura Cranston from PQA
to bring attendees up-to-date on the
latest efforts to provide pharmacists
with quality improvement tools and
performance measurements via PQA’s
E-QuIPP platform. Gina Perez of
Advances in Management discussed
the Delaware health information
exchange (HIE) and the value that
pharmacies can bring to HIEs.
Emdeon’s Debbi Meisner covered
the HIPAA transaction and code
sets transition to 5010, with particular reference to the 837 and DME
claims. Meisner also touched briefly
on the transition to IDC-10 codes.
Dan Ramirez, a consultant working with McNeil Consumer Health,
presented on the need for improved
prescription labeling for products
containing acetaminophen. Medco
Health’s Annette Gabel presented
on the requirements, timeline, and

Laura Cranston from PQA, left,
and Annette Boyer from CECity.

t

The Speaker Program

impact of the National Health Plan
ID. Don Dietz from Pharmacy
Healthcare Solutions Inc. offered a
view of the current state of telepharmacy. Carolinas Healthcare Systems’
Matt Kern spoke on the challenges
and benefits of bedside medication
barcode scanning. Bruce Briggs, of
Briggs PRN, spoke on the clinical
opportunities that direct-to-patient
programs present for pharmacists.
The Pharmacy e-Health Information Technology Collaborative’s
Shelly Spiro spoke on the group’s
work, including efforts to develop
a pharmacist electronic health
record. Marsha Millonig of Catalyst
Enterprises presented the President’s
Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology (PCAST) health information technology report.

t

The American Society for Automation in Pharmacy convened its 2011
Midyear Conference at The Breakers in Palm Beach, Fla., bringing
together a diverse group of pharmacy
technology companies, pharmacists,
and industry experts for a two-day
educational program.

The speaker’s presentations
are available at
http://asapnet.org/pres.html.
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ASAP June 2011 Midyear Industry &
Technology Issues Conference

Marsha Millonig is shown here with
Cardinal Health’s Chad Sanders and Medicine Shoppe International’s Keith Riecke.
t

Jim Moncrief of Advanced Pharmacy
and SoftWriters’ Chris Delposen.

t

Wolters Kluwer Health’s Chase
Zaputil and Stuart Kersky of Pharmacy Healthcare Solutions.
t

SoftWriters’ Tim Hutchison and
Wolters Kluwer Health’s Paul Johnson.

QS/1’s Michael Ziegler and
Tammy Devine.
t

t

t
t

t

t
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t

pc I’s Paul Dyas and Ateb’s
Steve Roberts.

Lexmark’s Jeff Beard and Infowerks
Data Services’ Jeff Deitch.

Costco’s Fred Floyd and Paul
Hooper from Emdeon.

PMSI’s Simon Banfield, left, with
Bruce Briggs of Briggs PRN.

Emdeon’s Richard Brooke
and Casey Robb.

ASAP’s 2011 Midyear Conference at The Breakers.
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McKesson’s Billy
Nitz and Dara Shulman were showing
a new learning tool
developed to help
keep McKesson
customers competitive by providing an
interactive way for
pharmacists to educate themselves on the technology
basics.

McKesson ideaShare
2011
by Will Lockwood

McKesson held its annual summer trade show in San Francisco,
site of its corporate headquarters. This event offered time for the
independent pharmacy customers using McKesson’s offerings
to convene and learn. Attendees got a look at new Health Mart
technology, including messaging tools to connect pharmacists
and patients; had the chance to listen to two independent pharmacist panels, which were the centerpieces of both the public
policy forum and the ownership transition lunch; and have a
look at technology not only from McKesson, but from a range of
vendor partners as well.

Jack Walker of Walker
Drug in Grand Junction,
Col., left, with Bob
McFarlane from Eyecon.

t

t

Parata’s Keith Overfield is
seen here with Linda Brown,
who is an industrial engineer
and the newest addition to the
company’s consulting team.

RelayHealth’s
Preston Presnell and
Marissa Frasso.

t

PPOk’s Melanie Maxwell
with Curt Fair.
t

Robert Tinsley, center right, and Adel Etinas, left,
from Mina Pharmacy, Honolulu, Hawaii, are seen
here with Innovation’s David McNeal, right, Jim
Storey, center left, and Michael James, back left.
t

Ateb’s Steve Roberts, left,
Doug Schultz from Tobin’s
and Michael Harris.
Pharmacy in Oconomowoc,
Wisc., left, is seen here with
Harvey Glasser, center, and Paul
Kobylevsky from TeleManager
Technologies.
t

t

Rx-Net’s Chuck Cannata,
left, Michael Cannata, and
Shannon Cannata.

More from ideaShare 2011 —
Read interviews with McKesson
leadership at computertalk.com
for the latest on:
▫ McKesson Pharmacy Systems — with
President Nathan Mott
▫ Health Mart — with VP of Operations
Chuck Wilson
▫ Sponsored Clinical Services — with SVP
of Strategy and Business Development
Brian Bertha and Director Darren O’Neill
And coming in the September/October 2011
issue of ComputerTalk, four independent
pharmacists take part in a candid roundtable
discussion about the results of moving to a
cutting-edge pharmacy management platform.
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QS/1 Customer
Conference
by Maggie Lockwood

The 2011 QS/1 Customer Conference
was held at the JW Marriott in downtown
Indianapolis in July. Customers were busy
during three days of extensive workshops
on the newest enhancements to QS/1’s
NRx, PrimeCare, and SystemOne offerings, all of which were on display in the
technology expo, in addition to products
and services from more than 25 vendor
partners. The evening entertainment was a
private tour and dinner at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway.
1

2

At the raceway: Attendees were
able to walk on the track at the
“brickyard.” The only remains
of the original brick track are
a 3-foot strip at the start/finish
line. This year the speedway
celebrated its 100th anniversary
of the first Indianapolis 500,
initially named the “International
Sweepstakes.” At top left, on the
racetrack, are, from left, Fran
Whaley, June Hay, Rita Proctor,
and Michele Gooch. Below left,
in the museum, which displays
75 vehicles, are, from left, pharmacy owner Lynn Hostetler of
Brazil, Ind., QS/1’s Jim Hancock
and Paula Hancock, and conference speaker Shelley Spiro, center rear.
3

4

The exhibit hall was busy during breaks. 1) QS/1’s Justin Buckland explains to June Hay and Tammy Parker of Clemson,
S.C., the features of the company’s POS system’s remote checkout. 2) Steven Royer, Lewiston, Me., learned about DOSIS
from Phillip Clark, left, and Keith Blecha. 3) Linda Sawyer, Lebanon, N.H., learns more about Integra’s interfaces from
Jeff Ross. 4) Linda Janowski, Little River, S.C., left, reviews Pharmacy at a Glance, a new feature on NRx, with QS/1’s
Mandi Biershenk and Joey Parrish.

The Benefits of Attending: QS/1 customers share what they like best about the customer conference.
Juan Guerra,
COO, Inwood, N.Y.
“It’s good to have access
to other QS/1 users. You
can discuss different tips
and tricks. When we
come we bring people
who focus on operations and the billing,
and I focus on PrimeCare. We each get
something different out of it.”

Jeff Maxwell, IT Supervisor, Phoenix, Ariz. “There are
a lot of reasons to come. The
networking is high quality. You
get to see how others are using
an application. It’s exciting to
see the new upgrades. Sometimes that’s the best. When
your suggestions are included in updates, it feels
good that they are listening to what we need.”

Randall Spears,
Pharmacy Technician,
Wise, Va. “We wanted
to learn more about
DME and broaden our
horizons. I liked the
new Web options for
prescription orders and
text messaging features for customers.
We plan to take the information back to
the pharmacy.”

Holiday Headings,
Pharmacy Technician, Toledo,
Ohio. “My boss at the University of Toledo Pharmacy really
got a lot out of the conference
a few years ago, and wanted me
to come. I’m the resident tech
guru, and I’m learning there’s a lot I didn’t know.
In the technology expo I’m learning about automation and Pharmacy at a Glance and how it ties
everything all together.”
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June Hay,
Pharmacy Supervisor,
Clemson, S.C.
“I always
bring
something
back.
I liked
hearing
about the
enhancements on NRx. And then
I tried it out in the expo. I
think the return-to-stock
will be beneficial, and
I liked the hot keys for the
top 15 drugs. We’re in
a hospital in a university
setting and we have
a formulary. The hot keys
will definitely be
a time-saver.”

people
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➤ Speed Script has announced that
Jonathan “JJ” Jacobs
has joined the company as sales manager
for the Northeast division of its pharmacy
management systems
and services sales force.

Schultz holds a B.A. degree from
Vanderbilt University and a management certificate from the Wharton
School. He currently serves on the
board of directors of Philabundance,
a nonprofit food distribution system
that reduces food waste and fights
hunger in the Philadelphia area.

Prior to joining Speed Script, Jacobs
was the director of sales for the
OpusRx platform in New York. He
has also held sales and account executive positions with Opus-Core and
Opus-ISM. He brings more than 13
years of pharmacy technology experience with him to Speed Script.

➤ Pervez Qureshi has been named
president and CEO
of Epicor Software
Corporation. He
had served in the
same capacity for
Activant Solutions,
which was combined with Epicor
following the acquisition of both
companies by funds advised by Apax
Partners.

➤ Health Market Science (HMS)
has appointed John Schultz executive VP of sales for all HMS business units, including life sciences,
pharmacy, and other health markets.
Schultz joins HMS after serving as
senior VP of sales and marketing for
MedAssurant, a privately held health
technology firm.

Prior to joining Activant, Qureshi was
founder and president of a management consulting company and also
held senior positions at Harvest Software, Metaphor Computer Systems,
Hewlett-Packard, and IBM. Qureshi

has an M.B.A. from the Darden
Graduate School of Business at the
University of Virginia and a B.S.E.E.
degree from the University of
Massachusetts Lowell.
The company also appointed Kathy
Crusco executive VP and chief financial officer. She joined the former
Activant in 2007, and prior to that
was VP of worldwide finance for
Polycom Inc. Crusco is a graduate of
California State University of Chico,
with a degree in business.
George Klaus, former Epicor chairman, president, and CEO, will retain
the role of chairman and continue to
play an important part in the company’s strategic development.
➤ Tim Canning, formerly president
of McKesson’s HealthMart program,
has joined Omnicare as its chief
marketing officer. CT
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Rx30 is a phenomenal pharmacy system.
The intuitive filling process, reports, and
menus, combined with a competitive price,
made it the clear choice for our new pharmacy.
Plus, the updates continually add little
nuances and improvements that keep
us loving this system!
Dusty Lewis,
“We both used another software for 10
years but when we decided to open our
own pharmacy – we chose Rx30!
We are really happy with Rx30!
We made a great choice….it’s fast
and that’s what we wanted!”
Jonathan Canterbury
and Matt Kennedy,
J&M Drugs – Warner Robins, Georgia

“I have worked with many different
software systems, at various community
pharmacies. Rx30’s system is user friendly and
far superior to the others, especially when it
comes to support, reporting, and maintaining
inventory.”
Cherese Jones,
Jones Total Health Pharmacy
The data conversion was smooth, the training
was excellent, and the service has been
outstanding. Prescription scanning, built-in
Fact & Comparisons, great interfaces with
IVR, robotics, and POS in a very friendly
operating system has increased our output
giving us more time to spend with patients. This
has been our best technology investment yet!

Clinton Memorial Regional
Health System

Baker’s Pharmacy

“When I was looking to upgrade
our pharmacy’s system, I needed
a state of the art solution that
was cost effective, along with
a company that was quick to
respond to our ever changing
needs.
Rx30 has met and surpassed our
expectations!”
Kevin Blessing RPh
Sauk City Pharmacy

As the main point of contact for our conversion
over to Rx30, I was in contact with at least
a dozen Rx30 representatives, ranging from
conversion support, operations, training, ongoing
technical support and accounting. In each and
every instance, our encounters have been
outstanding, representing the best companywide professional and customer service
support I have ever experienced. We are
simply thrilled with our transition over to
Rx30!
Gary A. Stewart, Asst. Dir. of Pharmacy,
Univ. Maryland Medical Center

A. Boyd Ennis, Jr., PharmD, RPh,
Payless Drugs - Morris, Alabama
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Pharmacy Automation

What’s Your Platform For Growth?
Visit www.mckesson.com/hvs to learn more about our affordable solutions.
Whether you fill 1,000 or 60,000
prescriptions per day - McKesson
High Volume Solutions, the
industry leader in closed-door
pharmacy systems, has a pharmacy
automation solution for you.
Are You:
- Running out of capacity to
efficiently handle your volume?
- Trying to reduce cost-to-fill and
labor cost-per-script?
- Eager to tap new revenue
sources such as 340B, MTM
and/or specialty programs?
- Concerned about patient
medication safety?
- Interested in increasing
operational efficiencies
to drive greater profits
and revenues?

Let McKesson High Volume Solutions Help You Grow Forward
We are the leader in pharmacy
automation with more installations
in more pharmacies than anyone else
in the industry. No matter what size
pharmacy you are, our solutions are
customized to fit your needs and
flexible to integrate easily with your
current wholesaler and pharmacy
management software.

Let McKesson High Volume
Solutions Help You Grow.
· Central fill
· Mail order
· Hospital outpatient
· 340B
· Specialty
Not Just Products, But a Partnership.
We approach your business to achieve
your goals. We sit down with you to
understand your business and your
needs. We will introduce pharmacy
automation solutions and opportunities
that fit your vision, your current
volumes and your plans for growth.

Trust our team to
provide the industry
leading pharmacy
automation solutions
you need that allow
you to spend more
time with your patients, while lowering
your operating costs.
Call Us Today and Let Us Help You
Grow Forward. Let us share a demo
of our revolutionary new pharmacy
automation technology. Plus, as a
thank you, we will also send out
our white paper: The Role of
Automation in Pharmacy.
888-HVS-RXRX (888-487-7979)
HVSinquiries@mckesson.com
www.mckesson.com/hvs

